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Three body interactions can become important in solids at higher pressures and densities 
as the molecules can come into close contact.  At low temperatures, accurate studies of three 
body interactions in solids require averaging the three-body terms over the molecules' zero point 
motions.   An efficient, but approximate, averaging approach is based on a polynomial 
approximation of the three-body term.  The polynomial approximation can be developed as a 
function of the symmetry coordinates of a triangle displaced from its average geometry and also 
as a function of the Cartesian zero point displacements from each atom’s average position.  The 
polynomial approximation approach can be checked through two more accurate, but more time-
consuming methods: Gaussian quadrature or Monte Carlo integration of the exact three-body 
function.  Results are presented for solid helium, solid neon and solid argon, treated as Einstein 
solids.  An evaluation of the quality of the Einstein model approximation will also be presented.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Crystals are an interesting topic for theoretical chemists. The ability to use quantum 
chemical methods to compute the energy of a crystal would allow theoretical chemists to predict 
crystal structures, equations of states and phase diagrams. Therefore, finding ways to calculate 
crystal energies using quantum chemistry and test these calculations is important. It is common 
to test calculations of crystal energies by computing the cohesive energy, the difference of the 
per-molecule energies of the solid phase and the gas phase. The cohesive energy can be 
measured experimentally, however this measurement will include the effects of zero-point 
motion. On the other hand, when cohesive energy is calculated theoretically it usually does not 
include the zero-point motion. Therefore, we need estimates of zero-point energy to accurately 
compare computed and measured cohesive energies. The zero-point energy cannot be measured 
directly. In order to estimate the zero-point energy, a combination of spectroscopic and 
theoretical methods is typically used [1]. The zero-point energy can be determined theoretically; 
however, it is very important to evaluate the accuracy of these calculations. 
 Many factors can influence the zero-point energy. At high density, the three body 
interactions start to influence the zero-point energy. Three body interactions play a larger and 
larger role as you go higher in density. Thus, calculation of three body energies at higher 
densities will be most important. The three body energy can be important as it can be used to 
improve the accuracy of equations of states which relate pressure and density [23].  
The major goal of this research is developing a way to accurately and quickly estimate the three 
body energy contribution to the zero-point energy. Three body energies of solid helium, neon 
and argon were calculated through the Einstein model with the utilization of three methods: 
Monte Carlo integration, Gaussian quadrature and an approach based on a polynomial 
approximation of the three body energy. The polynomial approximation approach has the 
potential to be very efficient, but we must test its accuracy.  
Einstein Model 
 The Einstein model for the properties of an atomic crystal states that all the atoms in the 
crystal will oscillate at the same frequency, but do so independently [12]. Each atom is 
considered to behave like a three-dimensional harmonic oscillator with its rest position at the 
atom's lattice site. To illustrate this, we can think of a rubber band attached to the atom that pulls 
the atom back to its equilibrium lattice site as it vibrates or moves away from that position. 
Because the atoms oscillate independently, when one atom moves a neighboring atom does not 
necessarily have to move in a correlated fashion. In the Einstein model, the atomic motions are 
therefore completely uncorrelated. This simplification is one of the big benefits of the Einstein 
model, because an atom’s zero-point motion can be described by a three-dimensional Gaussian 
probability distribution. A disadvantage to the Einstein model is that it does not give a good 
dynamical description at T > 0 K, as can be shown by heat capacity data in reference 13.  
However, the Einstein model makes a good starting point for the present study because it 
is shown to be a good structural description close to T = 0 K [14]. Therefore, to start, the Einstein 
model will be applied, but eventually more realistic models will be employed. Eventually 
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molecular crystals will be of interest, but before these future challenges can be explored, rare gas 
solids will serve as the bridge to more complicated systems. 
The Debye-Waller factor ‹U2› is the mean squared displacement of an atom from its 
average position in the solid. This quantifies the range of motion that an atom undergoes around 
its base position or lattice site [10]. Experimentally ‹U2› can be measured using neutron or X-ray 
scattering [11]. When temperature is increased ‹U2› will also increase, because of the atoms’ 
thermal motion. However, these thermal motions are unimportant in the present study, as the 
focus of our research is the behavior of rare gas solids at T = 0 K.  Approximating the 
distribution of atomic displacement vectors u=(ux,uy,uz) by a normalized Gaussian 
Nexp(−c(𝑈𝑥2+𝑈𝑦2+𝑈𝑧2)) will yield the relationship below.  
‹U2›=3/2𝑐            (1) 
where c describes the size of the atom's zero-point motion, and therefore controls the Debye-
Waller factor. When c is small the zero-point motion is large and vice versa.  We can also write 
the distribution of displacement vectors as Nexp(−(Ux2+Uy2+Uz2)/2𝛼2), and where the above 
equation can be manipulated to relate c and alpha.  
2𝑐=1/𝛼2            (2) 
The parameter alpha displays the opposite trend in comparison to c. As alpha gets larger then 
‹U2› gets larger. A graphical representation of ‹U2› can be shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2. 
The Figures show how ‹U2› controls localization. When ‹U2›is large the atoms are less 
localized around their average lattice site (see figure 1.1). A smaller ‹U2› shows much more 
localization around the average lattice site.  Due to the small mass of the helium atom it has a 
fairly large Debye-Waller factor. However, the value of ‹U2› will change with the density of the 
helium crystal. As density increases the ‹U2› value becomes smaller, because the probability of 
exchange is low and as the helium atoms become more closely packed, the helium atoms restrict 
the movements of their neighbors.  The ‹U2› values for helium used here were obtained from 
quantum Monte Carlo simulations done by Ashleigh Barnes [18] and the ‹U2› values for neon 
and argon were computed from Lindemann parameters given by Henry Glyde [8].  From ‹U2› we 
can determine the value for alpha and c in the distribution of displacement vectors using 
equations (1) and (2). 
Rare Gas Solids 
Helium 
 
 Solid helium can arrange itself in a hexagonal close packed (HCP), body centered cubic 
(BCC), or face centered cubic (FCC) crystal lattice depending on the pressure and temperature of 
the system. The phase diagram of helium can be observed in Figure 2 of reference [8].  
 
At T = 0 K and atmospheric pressure 4He would be a liquid, however by increasing the 
pressure to about 25 bar, a solid is obtained. This solid forms predominantly the HCP crystal 
lattice with a pocket of BCC structures visible in a small region of the phase diagram. In order to 
obtain the FCC lattice, the pressure would need to reach as high as 1000 bar.  The superfluid 
region, which is basically liquid helium acting without viscosity, is even more interesting. This 
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form a super solid (mixture of superfluid and solid properties) [9,10]. A study done by Kim and 
Chan [11,12] showed a superfluid fraction in solid helium present in pressures of up to 65 bar.   
Neon and Argon 
 Solid neon arranges itself in the FCC crystal lattice.  The melting temperature for neon is 
24.55 K.  Neon’s phase diagram is less complicated than helium.  At T=0 kelvin, neon is a solid 
without having to apply external pressure.        
 Solid argon also arranges itself in the FCC crystal lattice.  Argon’s melting temperature is 
83.75 K.  Argon is very similar to neon with respect to the phase diagram. Like neon, argon 
forms a solid at T=0 kelvin without having to apply external pressure. 
Goals 
 A three body energy needs to be calculated through a fast method without sacrificing too 
much accuracy. If there was no zero-point motion the problem would be simplified to gathering 
the Cartesian coordinates of three given atoms or molecules in the crystal and then importing the 
coordinates to a three body energy function and then calculating the three body energy. 
However, the zero-point motion allows the atoms or molecules to move, so there is not a set 
position which they will occupy. In atomic solids, especially in helium, at absolute zero, zero-
point energy tends to be substantial, meaning the vibrational amplitude of the atoms around their 
lattice sites is fairly large [2]. This creates a wider range of locations for where the helium atom 
could be found. A heavier molecule presents a bit of a different story. The zero-point motion of a 
heavy molecule is usually fairly small at absolute zero; however, the zero-point energy still plays 
a role, but does not dominate the way it does in an atomic solid. The density also plays an 
important role. At a low density, the solid will have a larger nearest neighbor distance giving the 
atoms or molecules more space. This allows the zero-point motion to be greater. As we go higher 
in density the nearest neighbor distance gets small and the atoms or molecules start to become 
more closely packed restricting the range of motion. Therefore, the zero-point motion becomes 
smaller as the density gets higher [9, 19, 21]. When we consider the size of the distribution or 
range of zero-point motion, the problem that we are interested in can really be thought of as the 
calculation of an average three body energy. Thus, we can think of our problem as a triple 
integral which can be observed below.  
𝐴𝑣𝑔 𝐸=∭𝐸(𝑟1,𝑟2,𝑟3)𝑃(𝑟1,𝑟2,𝑟3)𝑑𝑟1𝑑𝑟2𝑑𝑟3            (3) 
where E(r1,r2,r3) is the three body energy as a function of r1, r2 and r3 which are the Cartesian 
coordinates of the three different atoms or molecules. 𝑃(𝑟1,𝑟2,𝑟3) are the probabilities of where 
you will find the atoms or molecules, where r1=(x1, y1, z1).  
This integral can be estimated through methods such as Gaussian quadrature and Monte 
Carlo integration. These are accurate methods, but they are also more time consuming. The real 
downside of these two methods is that a function E(r1,r2,r3) is needed in order to utilize either 
Gaussian quadrature or Monte Carlo integration. This works out nicely if rare gas solids were the 
only systems that were going to be studied, as there are available several three body potential 
energy functions designed for helium, neon and argon. Thus, when studying the rare gases both 
Gaussian quadrature and Monte Carlo integration are very convenient approaches as a three body 
energy function can be applied easily to each of these methods. However, what about a solid 
composed of molecules such as H2? It is still a fairly simple system, however there actually is no 
three body potential energy function known yet for H2. 
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 This is the real challenge, how do we evaluate the average three body energy given by 
Eq. (3), if there currently is no three body energy potential function for the system? One possible 
option is to build a three body energy function, possibly from quantum chemical calculations. 
However, while that would help solve the problem of obtaining a function, building one would 
be very tedious and time consuming to the extent that it would really slow down the research. 
The better strategy would be one that allows us to bypass the function all together. This provides 
the possibility of analyzing more systems’ three body energies at a much faster pace.  
In order to achieve this a faster method will be introduced using a Theoretical Polynomial 
Approximation (TPA) for E(r1,r2,r3). The three body energy function can then instead be written 
as a polynomial. This is why this method does not need a function to calculate the three body 
energy, because the TPA is a function in its own right. Here we use an Einstein model for the 
zero-point motion of rare gas solids to explore this approach. The flexibility and simplicity of the 
Einstein model allows us to simulate rare gas solids with either small or large zero point motions 
just by varying the parameters. Therefore, the major goal of this research is to develop and test 
methods for quickly and accurately evaluating the three-body contribution to the zero-point 
energy of atomic and molecular crystals. Methods based on a TPA of the three-body energy have 




















Chapter 2: Literature Review 
Phase Diagrams of Rare Gases 
 While neon and argon primarily form crystals with FCC configurations, helium is more 
interesting.  It typically forms crystals with the HCP configuration, however depending on 
pressure and temperature solid helium can also exhibit FCC or BCC configurations.  Three body 
energy may play a role in the stability of these configurations.  In the future H2 could be of 
interest; its phase diagram can be observed in figure 23 of reference 34.  The figure shows how 
there are two different configurations at different pressures [34].  A three body energy may help 
explain why one configuration is favored than another configuration.  
Cohesive Energy of Rare Gases 
 As mentioned above a cohesive energy can be measured experimentally, but this 
measurement includes the effects of zero-point motion.  Experimental values for the cohesive 
energies of both argon and neon were obtained in the limit of zero pressure and T = 0 K.   
 Under these conditions the nearest neighbor distance for solid neon is 5.92 bohr [30], and 
that for solid argon is 7.10 bohr [35].  The experimental cohesive energies can be observed 
below in table 2.1.  We will compare our results with these experimental values. 
 
Table 2.1: Experimental Cohesive Energy 
Atom Nearest Neighbor Distance 
(bohr) 
Cohesive Energy (Hartrees) 
Neon 5.92 -7.163E-04  




Potential Energy functions 
Two Body Potentials 
 The two body energy potentials utilized were the Korona/TT (for neon only) [27], 
Lennard Jones (for argon and neon) [24], [n(r)]-6 potential also known as the GSM (for argon 
only) [25], AGY potential (for argon and neon) [29], Aziz-Slaman potential (for argon only) [26] 
and a modified TT (for neon only) [28]. 
 The Lennard Jones potential is very simplistic which makes it ideal for computer 
simulations.  This function yields the intermolecular potential between two atoms.  The form of 











]                                  (4) 
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where V(r) is the intermolecular potential, r is the distance between two atoms, ε is the well 
depth, and 𝜎 is the distance at which the intermolecular potential between the two atoms reaches 
zero [24].  The parameters for ε and 𝜎 can be shown below in table 2.2. 
 
Table 2.2: Parameters for Lennard Jones 
Lennard Jones Potential Parameters 
Parameter Sigma (A.U.) Epsilon (A.U.) 
Argon 6.323 3.981 E-04 
Neon 5.259 1.180 E-04 
 
 The GSM potential is very similar to the Lennard-Jones potential.  Its form can be 







𝑟−6]                                                        (5) 
where V(r) is the intermolecular potential, r is equal to the distance between two atoms divided 
by the distance of the minimum energy (rm), ε being the well depth and n is equal to 
m+gamma(r-1).  The parameters for m, gamma and rm and ε are shown below in table 2.3 [25]. 
 
Table 2.3: Parameters for GSM 
GSM Potential Parameters  
Parameter m gamma rm (bohr) ε (K) 
Argon 13 7.5 7.10  141.55 
   
 
 The Aziz-Slaman potential is a little more involved than the previous two.  The form of 
the potential can be observed in equations 6, 7 and 8. 









)            (6) 





⁡𝑖𝑓⁡𝑟 < 𝐷         (7) 
𝑓(𝑟) = 1⁡𝑖𝑓⁡𝑟 ≥ 𝐷                                                                                  (8) 
where V(r) is the intermolecular potential, r is equal to the distance between two atoms divided 
by the distance of the minimum energy (rm), ε is the well depth and α, 𝛽, C6, C8, C10, D and A are 
all adjusted parameters.  ε has units in Kelvin and rm is in A.U. while the rest of the parameters 




Table 2.4: Parameters for Aziz-Slaman 
Aziz-Slaman Potential Parameters 
Parameter ε (K) rm(A.U.) A 𝜶 𝜷 C6 C8 C10 D 
Argon 143.224 7.10 99744.4 11.9196 -2.371 .651 3.686 -2.993 1.36 
  
 
 The AGY function is more involved than the previous three.  The form of the potential 
can be observed below in equations 9, 10, 11 and 12. 
𝑉(𝑟) = 𝑉𝐻𝐹(𝑅) + 𝑉𝐶(𝑅)                                        (9) 
𝑉𝐻𝐹(𝑟) = 𝐴𝑒
−𝛼𝑅+𝛽𝑅2 + ∑ 𝐺1𝑖𝑒
−𝐺2𝑖(𝑅−𝐺3𝑖)
22
𝑖=1          (10) 
𝑉𝐶(𝑅) = −(∑ 𝐺1𝑖𝑒
−𝐺2𝑖(𝑅−𝐺3𝑖)
22




𝑛=3 )     (11) 




𝑘=0                                                              (12) 
where V(R) is the intermolecular potential, R is equal to the distance between two atoms, 
𝑉𝐻𝐹(𝑅)⁡is the repulsive term, 𝑉𝐶(𝑅)⁡is the attractive term and f2n(R,b) is the damping function, 
and C2n are the dispersion coefficients.  The rest of the parameters can be observed below in 
table 2.5 [29].  
 
Table 2.5: Parameters for AGY 
AGY Potential Parameters 
Parameter Neon Argon 
G11 (Eh) -3.205E-04 2.1887E-04 
G21 (a0-1) 0.82172 0.13189 
G31 (a0) 3.2949 3.2949 
G12 (Eh) -2.771E-03 -1.4886E-02 
G22 (a0-1) 1.1097 0.46024 
G32 (a0) 2.2072 1.7768 
A (Eh) 88.5513 82.9493 
𝜶 (a0-1) 2.20626 1.45485 
𝜷 (a0-2) -0.0249851 -0.0379929 
b (a0-1) 1.85166 1.62365 
C6 (Eha06) 6.28174 63.752 
C8 (Eha08) 90.0503 1556.46 
C10 (Eha010) 1679.45 4.944E+04 
C12 (Eha012) 4.190E+04 2.073E+06 
C14 (Eha014) 1.363E+06 1.105E+08 




Figure 2.1 displays the two body potential functions of Argon and shows that all four 
functions line up very closely with the Aziz-Slaman having the lowest minimum. The energy 
minimum in all four cases is about 7.10 bohr. All the functions go from attractive to repulsive 
between 6.2 and 6.5 bohr.   
The next two body function, which is available only for neon is the Korona/TT potential, 
and it is the most involved.  Its form can be shown in Equation 13.   




𝑛=3                                     (13) 
where R is the distances between the atoms, C2n are the dispersion coefficients and A, α, 𝛽, and b 
are adjustable parameters. Then lastly, f2n is the damping function which was shown above in 
equation 12.   The first term is from Korona, and represents the repulsive term. The parameters 
can be observed in table 2.6 [27]. 
 
Table 2.6: Parameters for Korona/TT 















Neon 78.52 2.133 -.035 6.96 49.87 2393.96 1.88 
 
 
 The last two body function is the modified TT potential.  Its repulsive term is modified 
compared to the original TT.  This can be observed in equation 14.   
𝑉(𝑅) = 𝐴𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑎1𝑅 + 𝑎2𝑅
2 + 𝑎−1𝑅
−1 + 𝑎−2𝑅




𝑛=3                          (14) 
The parameters for the function for neon can be observed in table 2.7 [28]. 
Figure 2.2 displays the two body potential functions of neon and shows that all functions 
line up very closely and the modified TT has the lowest minimum. The energy minimums are 
about 5.92 bohr and both functions go from attractive to repulsive between 5.2 and 5.5 bohr.     
Three Body Potentials 
 To investigate the behavior of our two benchmark methods we need a three body energy 
function for the rare gas solid.  The three body energy potential functions used were Axilrod-
Teller (for argon and helium) [3,4,20], Cohen-Murrell (for helium only) [5,6], Cencek (for 
helium and argon) [7,36], Extended Axilrod-Teller (for neon only), Modified Axilrod Teller (for 





Table 2.7: Parameters for Modified TT 
Modified TT Potential Parameters 
Parameter Unit Neon 
A K 4.02915058383 E7 
a1 nm
-1 -4.28654039586 E1 
a2 nm
-2 -3.33818674327 
a-1 nm -5.34644860719 E-2 
a-2 nm
2 5.01774999419 E-3 
b nm-1 4.92438731676 E1 
C6 K nm
6 4.40676750157 E-2 
C8 K nm
8 1.6489257701 E-3 
C10 K nm
10 7.90473640524 E-5 
C12 K nm
12 4.85489170103 E-6 
C14 K nm
14 3.82012334054 E-7 
C16 K nm




















































































































The Axilrod-Teller function, also known as the triple dipole interaction, is the most 
universal as it can be applied to all systems. This function gives the three body dispersion 
energy, which is an analogue of the 2-body London dispersion energy that depends on 1/𝑅6 . The 
dispersion interactions arise from the fluctuating dipoles of the atoms or molecules. The formula 
for Axilrod-Teller can be observed below.  
 𝐸3 = 𝐸0 ∗
1+3cos(𝑎)∗cos(𝑏)∗cos⁡(𝑐)
(𝑟1𝑟2𝑟3)3
        (15) 
In the Axilrod-Teller function, variables r1, r2 and r3 are the lengths of the sides of the triangle, a, 
b and c are the angles of the triangle, and E0 is the dispersion constant for the rare gas which has 
the value 1.47 Eh ao
9 [6] for helium and 518.0 Eh ao
9 for argon. The function shows that the 
Axilrod-Teller energy will be repulsive for equilateral triangular arrangements.  
However, one of the drawbacks to the Axilrod-Teller model is that it makes the 
assumption that the electron clouds of the atoms do not overlap. Therefore, when two or three 
atoms get close the Axilrod-Teller function deviates from the true three body energy. This is 
addressed in the energy potential function developed by Cohen and Murrell.  The Cohen-Murrell 
function of the helium three body interaction is much more involved than the Axilrod-Teller 
function, and it is based on quantum chemical calculations of the three body interactions.  This 
function sets out to address the atomic overlap issues that make the Axilrod-Teller function 
inaccurate at small interatomic distances. The Axilrod-Teller function is incorporated into this 
function, but with a damping prefactor. The damping function is designed to include effects 
related to the atomic overlap of helium in small triangular configurations, since the Axilrod-
Teller function assumes that the energy is dominated by dispersion forces. However, this is only 
true when the atoms do not overlap. Therefore, as the triangles get bigger the Cohen-Murrell 
function approaches the Axilrod-Teller function. The overall Cohen-Murrell function can be 
observed below.  
E3 = V {3} + H(r1,r2,r3)V {D}         (16) 
This incorporates Axilrod-Teller as V {D}. In the Cohen-Murrell function, V {3} is the 
exchange potential that includes the effect of atomic overlap and H(r1,r2,r3) is a product of the 
three damping functions for the three different sides of the triangle, so 
H(r1,r2,r3)=H(r1)H(r2)H(r3). The H(r) function will be 1 at large r and decreases as r decreases, 
so as the triangle becomes smaller the functions damp the Axilrod-Teller contribution. Although 
the Cohen-Murrell function is based on quantum chemical calculations, only calculations for 
isosceles triangles were utilized in calibrating the function.  Detailed formulas for H(r) and V{3} 
can be found in reference [6].  
The next function used was from Cencek and co-workers [7,36] for helium and argon, 
and it is also based on quantum chemical calculations. Unlike Cohen-Murrell, Cencek and co-
workers used quantum chemical calculations for both isosceles and scalene helium triangles for 
building the function. Another benefit is that Cencek and co-workers performed much higher 
level quantum chemical calculations than Cohen-Murrell did, including a correction for the basis 
set superposition error. While this method is supposed to be the most accurate of the three body 
functions used for helium in this research, it is also the most time consuming to evaluate. The 
functional form of Cencek is much more complicated than either Axilrod-Teller or Cohen-
Murrell. This is really what leads to much longer computing times. The behavior of the three 




Figure 2.3 shows that for helium, the Cohen-Murrell function begins to differ from zero 
at about a nearest neighbor distance of 9 bohr, while the Axilrod-Teller and Cencek functions 
become nonzero, but with opposite signs, at about a nearest neighbor distance of about 5.9 bohr.  
This is important because these nearest neighbor distances roughly correspond to the densities 
that will be considered in this research.  This can also be observed for argon in figure 2.4 as the 
Axilrod-Teller and Cencek functions start to differ with opposite signs at around 6.3 bohr [36].    
The next three body potential function used was an Extended Axilrod-Teller function for 
neon. This function is similar to the original Axilrod-Teller; however, it includes parameters for 
the effects of electron cloud overlap.  The format of the function can be observed below. 
𝐸3 = 𝑓𝜃[𝑐0𝑟𝑔
−9 + (𝑐1 + 𝑐2𝑟𝑔
2 + 𝑐3𝑟𝑔
4)𝑒−𝑐4𝑟𝑠]      (17) 
where 𝑓𝜃=(1+cos(a)cos(b)cos(c)), rg=(r1r2r3)1/3, rs=r1+r2+r3 and the other components are 
adjusted parameters in atomic units, which can be shown in the table 2.8 [31]. 
The Modified Axilrod-Teller function was utilized next for neon. This function expands 
on the Extended Axilrod-Teller function; its form can be observed below in equation 18. 





3) ∗ (1 + 3 cos(𝑎) cos(𝑏) cos(𝑐))      (18) 
where the exponential term is the exchange three-body interaction, and the rest is the Axilrod-
Teller function.   The parameters can all be observed below in table 2.9 [32].   
The last three body function employed was the Three Body potential of Ermakova (TBE).  










        (19) 
where p is the perimeter, Q is equal to cos(a)cos(b)cos(c) and the adjusted parameters can be 
observed below in table 2.10 [33].  The nature of the three body potentials for neon can be 
observed in figure 2.5 as the function hits the maximum at around 5.5 bohr and becomes 
attractive at around 5.1 bohr. 
 The two body and three body functions were based off empirical or quantum chemical 
calculations.  The LJ, Aziz-Slaman, GSM, EAT, MAT, Cohen-Murrell and Axilrod-Teller 
potentials were based on empirical methods. The AGY, Korona/TT, MTT and Cencek were all 






Figure 2.4: Three Body Potentials for Argon 
 
Table 2.8: Parameters for Extended Axilrod-Teller 
Extended Axilrod-Teller Potential Parameters 
Parameter C0 (A.U) C1 (A.U.) C2 (A.U.) C3 (A.U.) C4 (A.U.) 




Table 2.9: Parameters for Modified Axilrod-Teller 
Modified Axilrod-Teller Potential Parameters 
Parameter A (A.U.) 𝜶𝒕𝒓(A.U.) 𝑪𝒕𝒓(A.U.) 
Neon 566.969 1.1896 11.835 
 
 
Table 2.10: Parameters for Three Body Potential of Ermakova 















































































Chapter 3: Methods 
Accurate Methods 
Gaussian Quadrature 
If the atomic distributions are Gaussians, the natural first approach to calculating three-
body energies including zero-point motion would be utilization of Gaussian quadrature. The 
evaluation of the integral of e-x^2 multiplied by the function f(x) can be approximated using 
Gaussian quadrature by the following summation:   
∫ 𝑒−𝑥
2





        (20) 
where n is the number of quadrature nodes, xi are the abscissas or positions of the nodes and wi 
are their weights.  However, if we consider the three-dimensional zero point motions of a set of 
three atoms, an abscissa or position is needed for each Cartesian coordinate of each atom. This 
yields a nine dimensional integral for evaluation.  So overall the number of points or cycles can 
be written as n9. The n values of n= 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were used for all triangles.  With more nodes 
the number of cycles the computer must complete rises exponentially as n9. For example, 20 
nodes would correspond to 512 billion cycles that the computer will have to go through. This 
means that time for the calculation also goes up exponentially.  The advantage to this method is 
smooth convergence, if the underlying function behaves normally.   
 In our application, however, Gaussian quadrature sometimes suffers from node overlap.  
This can be observed in Figure 3.1 and 3.2, which show the probability distribution for two 
nearest-neighbor atoms in solid helium according to the Einstein model with alpha=0.973 bohr 
and R=6.906 bohr. As more nodes are evaluated the set of locations of a given helium atom starts 
to expand further from the atom’s average lattice site.  Figure 3.1 shows for n=3 nodes the green 
and black markers as the possible locations of two neighboring helium atoms.  The nodes are 
closely localized to the average lattice site.  Figure 3.2 is n=7 nodes and shows that the locations 
of the helium atoms have clearly expanded and the outermost nodes are essentially on top each 
other.  These outside locations here are weighted with a very low weight, but they are guaranteed 
to be evaluated as well during the Gaussian quadrature process.  At low density, due to a larger 
mean squared displacement, node overlap becomes a serious problem for Gaussian quadrature 
evaluation of the three body energy for solid helium.  Fortunately, at high density both of these 
issues start to become less important.  Figure 3.3 clearly shows that the two Gaussian 
distributions overlap at low density.   At high density this issue becomes minimal since the 
Gaussian distributions start to become narrower.         
Monte Carlo Integration 
 The second approach to evaluating the three body energy is Monte Carlo integration.  











Figure 3.2: Position of seven nodes for Gaussian Quadrature 


























































Figure 3.3: Gaussian overlap 
 
  This project used a pseudorandom number generator called Tausworthe88 [15,16] that 
generates values that are uniformly distributed between zero and one. In order to apply the 
random number generator to the Gaussian distribution the numbers from Tausworthe88 were 
converted according to the polar form of the Box-Muller transformation [22]:  
  Zo = √−2Ln(u1) ∗ cos⁡(2π ∗ u2)        (21) 
Here z0 is the random number associated with the Gaussian distribution and u1 and u2 are two 
random numbers from Tausworthe88. Repeating this process nine times generates the Cartesian 
coordinates of three atoms associated with the Gaussian distribution. Then to increase the 
accuracy of this method the number of cycles or points can be adjusted.   
 One big advantage to this method is that any number of points can be evaluated to 
compute an average three body energy.  Hence, we are no longer locked in on a certain number 
of nodes or cycles like in Gaussian quadrature.  Therefore, at low density it is much easier to use 
Monte Carlo over Gaussian quadrature.  This is because Monte Carlo gives the flexibility to 
evaluate a rolling average and calculate confidence limits. This makes Monte Carlo the brute 
force method.  
 The downside to Monte Carlo, when applied to solid helium, is that while it is feasible to 
obtain an average three body energy at low density, the uncertainty is much greater than that of 
high density.  Again this issue is significantly reduced at high density and doesn’t show up for 
neon or argon.  In terms of accuracy for helium both Gaussian quadrature and Monte Carlo 
integration depend heavily on the density that is being evaluated.  For this work, the focus will 
be on two R values of 6.906 bohr (P≈ 28.6 Bar) and 6.553 bohr (P≈ 104.1 Bar).  This will show 
key differences as <U2> becomes smaller.  Also we will focus on the Cencek function since this 
function is expected to be the most accurate.  At the R value of 6.906 bohr, the density will be 
lower, hence we will be dealing with a higher <U2> value.  Therefore, as expected there are 
complications that arise with the large distribution of possible locations of the helium atoms.   As 
you increase the number points or cycles Monte Carlo has fluctuation issues, which can be 





















































































At about 60 million points or cycles, the calculation hits a point where the error jumps 
along with the average.  However, the advantage of Monte Carlo is that a rolling average can be 
obtained along with a calculation of a confidence interval.  This allows a better idea or 
investigation of what is going on in the computation.  This is why Monte Carlo has to be the 
brute force method, its flexibility just makes it a much more attractive method.  
 The next R value of 6.553 bohr shows a substantial improvement, as a slightly higher 
density means a lower <U2> value.  This can be easily observed in Figure 3.6 and 3.7.  In the 
figures, Monte Carlo clearly performs much better at a higher density.  There still is fluctuation 
after 60 million points, however it is much smaller than at the R value of 6.906 bohr.  Monte 
Carlo integration shows substantial improvement with high density as the confidence intervals 
are much narrower.  These complications do not arise in neon and argon. 
 
Approximate method 
 The approximate method used a polynomial approximation of the three body potential 
energy function. The simplest possible polynomial approximation is the one that results from 
considering each atom’s motion along one of the three Cartesian directions away from the atom’s 
lattice site. This will yield three trends in each direction for each atom totaling 9 in all. The 
polynomial approximation is therefore an estimate of the three body energy as the sum of nine 
polynomials, one for each of the Cartesian coordinates. Maple 18 [17] software was used to 
obtain the nine trends and graphs with X being the displacement and Y being the energies at that 












− (𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑎𝑙⁡𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛⁡𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡⁡𝑎𝑡⁡𝑢 = 0) 
(22) 
where u is one of the nine variables in the polynomial approximation. The big benefit of this 
approach is speed, as it is the fastest method. However, its accuracy must be assessed. 
 Another way of representing the atomic motions, rather than observing them from a 
Cartesian point of view, is to use symmetry-based coordinates that describe the shape of a 












(2𝑟1 − 𝑟2 − 𝑟3)        (25) 
where Q1, Q2 and Q3 are the symmetry coordinates and r1, r2 and r3 are the sides of the 
triangles.  So an advantage of the symmetry coordinates is that there are only three Q 
polynomials in comparison to nine Cartesian polynomials.  Hence, equation 22 only needs to be 
computed three times for the Q’s and summed up.  This is more efficient compared to the 































































However, for this approach to be effective we must confirm that the distributions of three 
symmetry coordinates can accurately be represented by uncorrelated Gaussian distributions. 
    Symmetry Correlation  
The correlation between distributions of Q1, Q2 and Q3 greatly depend on which triangle 
we are evaluating.  The two triangles observed are the small equilateral triangle (SET) and small 
linear triangle (SLT).  The SET is an equilateral triangle a nearest neighbor distance away from 
each atom.  The SLT is a linear triangle which is just three atoms in a row separated by the 
nearest neighbor distance.  Scatter plots were then employed in order to evaluate correlation.  
Starting with the SET, we can observe this for Q2 vs Q1, Q3 vs Q1 and Q3 vs Q2 in figures 3.8, 
3.9 and 3.10 for solid helium with R=6.906 bohr and alpha=.973 bohr.  The figures show that 
correlation is extremely small from the R2 value for the SET.  This implies that the Gaussian 
distributions are fairly uncorrelated for the SET.  However, if we look at the SLT the correlation 
for Q2 vs Q1, Q3 vs Q1 and Q2 vs Q3 in figures 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13.  In figure 3.13, Q3 vs Q1 
yields an R2 value of .9384.  We can also take a look at the distribution of Q1, Q2 and Q3 to see 
how closely it resembles a Gaussian distribution.  This can be seen in figures 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, 
3.17, 3.18 and 3.19.  The SET histograms all resemble Gaussian distributions.  The SLT shows 
Q1 and Q2 resemble Gaussian distributions, where as Q3 appears to be a bit narrow.  We can 
also take a look at Table 3.1 to observe kurtosis and skewness.  It is shown that the SET has 
kurtosis values very close to 3.0 indicating a Gaussian distribution for helium, neon and argon. 
However, the SLT shows kurtosis values away from 3.0 indicating it does not match a Gaussian 
distribution well.  Table 3.1 also shows that the distrbutions are slightly skewed as the values 
differ from zero.   This confirms that adjustments to the TPA would need to be made when 


















Q2 vs Q1 (SET) Helium



























Q3 vs Q1 (SET) Helium














Q3 vs Q2 (SET) Helium































Q2 vs Q1 (SLT) Helium

















Q3 vs Q2 (SLT) Helium






























Q3 vs Q1 (SLT) Helium











































































































































SET Q1 2.99753 3.0020 3.0018 1.47E-02 1.83E-03 1.20E-03 
SET Q2 2.99531 3.0025 3.0027 2.22E-04 -4.36E-05 -9.70E-05 
SET Q3 2.99617 2.9971 2.9973 -1.97E-01 -7.74E-02 -4.08E-02 
SLT Q1 2.99668 3.0003 3.0001 5.27E-03 8.85E-04 6.88E-04 
SLT Q2 1.1541 1.0221 1.0062 -1.01E-03 8.77E-04 9.34E-04 
SLT Q3 1.11368 1.0171 1.0048 -5.14E-03 -8.71E-05 1.08E-04 






























Chapter 4: Results and Discussion 
General Overview 
 In order to evaluate the Einstein model, comparisons will be made of cohesive energy.  
The cohesive energy consists of three components; kinetic energy, two body potential energy and 
three body potential energy, all of which need to be calculated.  Equation 26 shows the 
relationship between cohesive energy and the three parts mentioned above.  In this equation, the 
fractions 1/2 and 1/6 account for the different combinations of labeling pairs and triangles.  






∑𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑒⁡𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦⁡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠  (26) 
  Each one of these parts will be addressed.  Both the two body and three body terms will need to 
be summed up in the crystal.  A visual representation can be observed below in Figure 4.1. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Four layers of an FCC crystal modeled 
 
Figure 4.1 shows four layers of an FCC crystal.  If we were to take the center atom as one 
of the two atoms in a pair and determine all pair wise combinations of this atom with another 
atom at a different lattice site, moving the second atom farther and farther away, until the energy 
contribution is insignificant, we would then account for all the two body contributions.  The 
same thing is done for all the three body contributions.  Then equation 26 will be computed when 
all three parts are evaluated.  In the next several subsections, we show representative examples of 
the calculations of different components of the cohesive energy.  We will then compare our 
calculations against experimental values. Finally, the chapter will be concluded with a discussion 
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of the challenges this approach faces when studying solid helium. Figures and tables for this 
section can be found in the appendix. 
Two Body Contributions 
 The total two body energy contributions to the cohesive energy were calculated for both 
argon and neon, using the Lennard Jones potential as the two body energy function with 
parameters of sigma= 6.429 A.U. and epsilon= 3.699E-04 A.U. for argon and sigma=5.259 A.U. 
and epsilon= 1.180 E-04 A.U. for neon.  The nearest neighbor distances were varied from a small 
value, representing a high density solid, to a value close to that for the diatomic energy 
minimum. The alpha value was then also varied to examine in a systematic way how the two 
body energy responds to both density and the Gaussian cloud size.  All of the two body 
contributions are summed up to give the total two body contribution.  These calculations were 
completed through MCI, with a typical statisical uncertainty of under 5%.  The values can be 
observed in tables 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 for both argon and neon.  Also a visual representation 
of a surface graph can also be observed in figure 4.2 and 4.3 for argon and neon.  The graphs for 
both neon and argon show the same general trend.  The high density regions in figures 4.2 and 
4.3 clearly show an upward energy trend.  This would be because for both neon and argon, at 
high densities the nearest neighbor distances are in the repulsive region of the two body potential 
curve.  As the densities become lower the two body contributions clearly display a downward 
energy trend as shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3.  This is due to the nearest neighbor distances now 
being in the attractive region of the two body potential curve.  The alpha value or Gaussian cloud 
size plays an important role as well.  Regardless of the density as alpha is increased the two body 
energy contributions also increase.  However, this effect is maximized at high density.  This is 
clearly shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 as there is a much steeper incline in energy as the alpha 
value is increased.       
Three Body Contributions: Small Equilateral Triangles 
The small equilateral triangle is the configuration formed by three pairs of nearest 
neighbor atoms in a crystal.  This configuration is where three body energy is most important as 
it is where three atoms can come close in contact with each other simultaneously.  This type of 
triangle shows up twenty-four times in the three body interactions that involve a specific atom in 
the crystal.  Therefore, it is crucial to be able to calculate the three body energy of a small 
equilateral triangle accurately.  Once again densities and alpha values are varied, and the three 
body energy of a small equilateral triangle is calculated.  The Cencek function was used for 
argon and the Extended Axilrod-Teller was used for neon.  These calculations were completed 
through MCI, with a typical statisical uncertainty of under 5%.   Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show 
surface graphs for both neon and argon.  The opposite trends can be observed compared to the 
two body trends.  The graphs for neon and argon in figures 4.4 and 4.5 each show similar trends.  
At higher densities with small R values there is clearly a downward trend in three body energy.  
Additionally, as alpha is increased the three body energy becomes more negative, as shown from 




Three Body Contributions: Total 
Total three body energy contributions were calculated for both argon and neon.  The 
density and alpha values are varied again and the total three body energy contribution to the 
crystal is calculated.  These calculations were completed through MCI, with a typical statisical 
uncertainty of under 5%.  The values can be observed in tables 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10.  A 
visual representation can also be observed in figures 4.6 and 4.7.  The Cencek function was used 
for argon and the Extended Axilrod-Teller was used for neon.  The same trends can be observed 
for the total three body energy contribution compared to the three body energy of a single small 
equilateral triangle.  This is because the small equilateral triangle is the dominant contribution to 
the total three body energy. There is a clear downward trend as the density and alpha values 
increase.  This is shown in figures 4.6 and 4.7. 
Kinetic Energy 
The kinetic energy can be evaluated using the ground state wave function of the harmonic 
oscillator.  The harmonic oscillator’s probability distribution function is a Gaussian which 
matches the assumption made in the Einstein model that the atomic motions are Gaussian.  The 
form of the integral can be observed in equation 27 and 28. 


















2           (28) 
where the factor of three accounts for the three X, Y and Z Cartesian directions and 𝜓0is the 
ground state wave function for the harmonic oscillator.  The computed values of the integral for 
both argon and neon can be observed in tables 4.11 and 4.12. 
Cohesive Energy 
 In order to calculate the cohesive energy, the kinetic energy, two body contributions and 
three body contributions need to be summed up which can be observed in equation 26.  
Alternatively, most theoretical studies consider only two body contributions as observed in 
equation 29. 
𝐶𝑜ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑣𝑒⁡𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 = 𝐾𝐸 +
1
2
∑ 𝑡𝑤𝑜⁡𝑏𝑜𝑑𝑦⁡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑠       (29) 
Cohesive energies for only two body contributions and including three body contributions are 
shown for argon and neon in tables 4.13, 4.14, 4.15, 4.16, 4.17, 4.18, 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22.  
The Lennard Jones pair potential was used for argon and the Korona/TT pair potential was used 
for neon.  The argon calculations used the Cencek three body potential and the neon calculations 
used the Extended Axilrod-Teller three body potential.  The tables show that when three body 
contributions are added, there is a fairly sizable difference in the cohesive energy of the rare gas 
solids.  This demonstrates that three body energies play a role and should be considered in an 
accurate model of the rare gas solids. 
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Comparison to Experimental 
 The cohesive energies computed using the Einstein model can be compared to the 
experimental values.  We will evaluate our model at the nearest neighbor distances 
corresponding to the minimum energy values. The first thing to consider is what a realistic <U2> 
is for neon and argon at these densities.  Lindemann parameters are provided by work done by 








 for argon.         (31) 
This will yield an alpha value of .312 bohr for neon and .198 bohr for argon.  There are also a 
number of two body functions and three body functions that can be evaluated.  Therefore, the 
percent error can be observed in tables 4.23 for neon and argon. In the case of neon, the best 
agreement with experiment comes from the Korona/TT and TBE potentials, with 0.37% error.  
Argon has the best agreement with LJ and Cencek at 0.71% error and also AGY and Cencek at 
0.73% error.  Overall, depending on the two body and three body functions utilized the Einstein 
can be a very good approximation in systems like neon and argon.  
TPA Evaluation 
 The next piece of the puzzle is to evaluate the polynomial approximation.  There is no 
three body potential function yet available for molecular systems such as H2 or methane. If the 
TPA method demonstrates good agreement with Monte Carlo, then it may be possible to 
evaluate three body energies in molecular systems without having to build a global three body 
energy function. The small equilateral triangle plays the most crucial role in three body energy. 
Therefore, we will compare the three body energy of a small equilateral triangle obtained from 
MCI against that obtained from TPA.  Neon will be evaluated first.  Some general trends can be 
observed as we vary alpha and the crystal density, as observed in tables 4.24 and 4.25.   
In both table 4.24 and table 4.25, it is clearly shown that at a small alpha value there is 
better agreement, compared to when the cloud size or alpha value increases.  This is true 
regardless of whether symmetry or Cartesian coordinates are utilized.  We can now take a look at 
the agreement between the TPA and Monte Carlo, when Glyde’s <U2> are implemented, which 
is shown in tables 4.26 and 4.27.      
At neon’s energy minimum the TPA gives fairly good agreement with Monte Carlo, 
especially with the symmetry coordinates.  The TPA has the most trouble when the nearest 
neighbor distance for the solid is closest to the point where the three body function for the small 
equilateral triangle changes sign from positive to negative.  This point is around 5.1 bohr for the 
EAT function. The R values of 4.8066 and 5.4134 bohr clearly have more trouble with 
agreement. Argon was evaluated next, and the same general trends are observed for solid argon, 
as we vary alpha and the density of the solid. The results are shown in tables 4.29 and 4.30.   
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Once again a clear trend can be observed as the higher densities appear to yield better 
agreement for both Cartesian and symmetry coordinates.  Next we consider the use of the TPA 
method for solid neon at a density corresponding to the minimum energy value, which is a lower 
density.  This can be seen in table 4.28 for symmetry and Cartesian coordinates.  
As we saw before, a smaller alpha or cloud size yields better agreement.  Once again, 
good agreement between the TPA approach and Monte Carlo integration can be observed, when 
Glyde’s <U2> are used. This can be seen in tables 4.31 and 4.32.               
For an equilateral triangle of three argon atoms, the Cencek three body energy function 
crosses from positive to negative at around R = 6.3 bohr.  This plays a larger role in the TPA 
method using symmetry coordinates, as the Q1 coordinate relates to the perimeter of the 
equilateral triangle.  Lastly, the TPA performance at the energy minimum for argon was 
evaluated in table 4.33.  
At argon’s energy minimum the TPA gives fairly good agreement with Monte Carlo, 
however, this time the Cartesian coordinates perform better.  At this point, it can be concluded 
that the TPA is not at all perfect, but manageable.  In the future work, it will be discussed on the 
improvements that can be made to the TPA. 
Complications of Helium 
As stated in the methods section, due to the high zero-point motion of solid helium there 
is a lot of fluctuation observed in the results obtained using Gaussian quadrature and Monte 
Carlo integration, making it difficult to pinpoint an accurate average three body energy.  A 
comparison of the Monte Carlo results from the Einstein model to those using configurations 
provided by Barnes, is shown in figure 4.8.  The Barnes configurations are based on quantum 
Monte Carlo simulations and include the effect of atomic correlation. 
 Figure 4.8 clearly shows that Monte Carlo integration performs very poorly for the 
Einstein model.  This demonstrates for solid helium that pure Einstein behavior will not yield a 
good approximation to Monte Carlo. These problems continue when implementing the TPA.  
This can be observed as the density is varied.  The two nearest-neighbor distances that will be 
used will be 6.906 bohr and 4.999 bohr (P≈ 8400 Bar). These R values were chosen to represent 
a low density case and high density case.  At R=6.906 bohr (<U2>=2.8398 bohr2), the TPA 
approaches differ substantially from Monte Carlo results, regardless of the order of the 
polynomial expansion.  This is shown in table 4.34.  
Table 4.34 shows there are a lot of fluctuations in the TPA results as the order of the 
polynomial approximation changes, and this yields large percent differences when the TPA 
reults are compared against Monte Carlo results.  On top of that polynomial approximation does 
not perform very well with a higher <U2> value.  The Cartesian results tend to stay a little more 
stable, compared to the results based on symmetry coordinates.  However, when a lower molar 
volume or higher density is observed it shows great improvement.   This can be observed for the 
R value of 4.999 bohr (<U2>= 0.4196 bohr2) in table 4.35.  
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The Cartesian approach clearly performs better than the Q-based approach, but agreement 
with Monte Carlo integration is clearly better across the board than at the lower density.  The two 
polynomial approximation calculations both stay fairly stable above the tenth order polynomial.  
This is a little more encouraging, as it shows how as the density increases the agreement 
becomes better.  In closing, both methods need substantial improvements before they can be 
applied to helium, as neither one can really be deemed accurate.  The improvements to these 
methods will be discussed in the future work section. 
 
Equation of States 
 The cohesive energy data can be utilized to construct an equation of state.  Using 
estimations of the alpha values from tables 4.15 and 4.16, we can contruct a graph of Cohesive 
Energy Vs Nearest Neighbor Distance.  This graph can be observed in figure 4.9.  This data 
could be used to calculate the pressure volume curves. In order to obtain more accurate cohesive 





















Chapter 5: Conclusion and Future Work 
Neon and Argon 
 Our studies of both neon and argon have demonstrated that the Einstein model can be 
used to evaluate three body energies in systems with small zero-point fluctuations.  The 
experimental cohesive energy for these systems agreed fairly well with the energy predicted by 
the Einstein model depending on the combination of two body and three body potentials used.   
For neon, the best agreement came from the TT two body potential and the TBE three body 
potential which yielded 0.37 % error.  On the other hand, for argon the best agreement was 
observed using the Lennard Jones two body potential and Cencek three body potential at 0.71% 
error, or using the AGY two body function and the Cencek three body potential at 0.73% error.  
 The most important area for future work for neon and argon will be for improving the 
TPA.  Results clearly show that there was room for improvement.  The first area for 
improvement to make TPA a more accurate method is to investigate the role of cross terms.  In 
the TPA, to obtain the polynomial, one variable changes as the others are held constant.  For 
example, the Cartesian approach moves an atom in one direction holding the other eight 
coordinates constant to get each polynomial.  The approach based on symmetry coordinates 
would vary one of the three symmetry coordinates (Q1, Q2, Q3) and keep the other two constant 
to get each polynomial.  A cross term here would essentially take into account simultaneous 
changes in two or more coordinates which is probably a more realistic way to describe the 
properties of the three-body energy.  This could give the symmetry coordinates an advantage 
over the Cartesian.  On the surface it was shown that the Cartesian-based approach performs 
better than the approach using symmetry coordinates, however since there are only three 
variables for the symmetry coordinates there would be a lot fewer cross terms than if Cartesians 
were used.  So while the Cartesian approach appears to be more accurate in some cases, the ease 
of adding cross terms to the symmetry coordinates could potentially outweigh the use of the 
Cartesians depending how much improvement is seen, especially since most of our test cases 
have less than 5 % error.   
 Something else to consider is that the definitions of the symmetry coordinates (Q1, Q2, 
Q3) were taken from reference [6], but these are only one possible set of symmetry coordinates 
for a three atom system. From investigating scatter plots of the three pairs of symmetry 
coordinates (Q1, Q2), (Q1, Q3) and (Q2, Q3), we believe that there may be some slight 
correlation between Q2 and Q3 for small equilateral triangle configurations. It may be beneficial 
to obtain a new definition of the symmetry coordinates with less correlation between the 
different symmetry coordinates. 
Helium 
Overall, for solid helium the calculations at high density clearly are more reliable than the 
calculations at low density. The large Gaussian distribution at low density creates complications 
that cause fluctuation and error.  Therefore, using the Einstein model for helium would not be an 
accurate approximation.  There need to be modifications to the Einstein model.    
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A possible area to improve the Einstein model is to explore the use of new atomic 
distribution functions that eliminate the spurious exchange of atoms between neighboring sites.  
This would control the location of the atoms and would allow us to correct for the overlapping 
shown in figure 3.3.  Since the Einstein model is based off of a Gaussian distribution, altering the 
distribution might be an easy fix to get a huge improvement in the model.  Once a new atomic 
distribution function is established then two body and three body energies can be evaluated 
which will allow us to compute the cohesive energy.  Then the last piece of the puzzle would be 
to compare the TPA approach and Monte Carlo integration.  Improvements to the TPA that were 
discussed above in context of solid neon and solid argon could also be implemented.   If these 
improvements are successful, the TPA approach would serve as a bridge to estimate three body 
energies of other systems or molecules that do not have a full three body energy function.  This 
would allow us to estimate three body contributions to the cohesive energy of molecular solids 
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Table 4.1: Total two body contribution for Neon 1 
Two Body Potential Energy- Neon 
All Two-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 3.989 4.179 4.353 4.515 4.665 4.807 
0.201 1.05E-01 6.19E-02 3.73E-02 2.26E-02 1.36E-02 7.92E-03 
0.220 1.09E-01 6.49E-02 3.93E-02 2.40E-02 1.46E-02 8.60E-03 
0.238 1.14E-01 6.81E-02 4.14E-02 2.54E-02 1.56E-02 9.31E-03 
0.254 1.19E-01 7.14E-02 4.36E-02 2.69E-02 1.66E-02 1.00E-02 
0.270 1.24E-01 7.47E-02 4.59E-02 2.85E-02 1.77E-02 1.08E-02 
0.284 1.30E-01 7.82E-02 4.82E-02 3.01E-02 1.88E-02 1.16E-02 
0.298 1.35E-01 8.19E-02 5.07E-02 3.18E-02 2.00E-02 1.25E-02 
0.312 1.41E-01 8.56E-02 5.32E-02 3.35E-02 2.12E-02 1.33E-02 
0.324 1.47E-01 8.95E-02 5.58E-02 3.53E-02 2.25E-02 1.42E-02 
0.337 1.53E-01 9.35E-02 5.85E-02 3.72E-02 2.38E-02 1.52E-02 
0.348 1.60E-01 9.77E-02 6.13E-02 3.91E-02 2.52E-02 1.62E-02 
 
 
Table 4.2: Total two body contribution for Neon 2 
Two Body Potential Energy- Neon 
All Two-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 4.940 5.067 5.188 5.303 5.413 5.520 
0.201 4.30E-03 1.97E-03 4.63E-04 -5.07E-04 -1.12E-03 -1.50E-03 
0.220 4.79E-03 2.33E-03 7.24E-04 -3.14E-04 -9.79E-04 -1.40E-03 
0.238 5.30E-03 2.70E-03 9.98E-04 -1.10E-04 -8.27E-04 -1.28E-03 
0.254 5.83E-03 3.09E-03 1.28E-03 1.03E-04 -6.67E-04 -1.16E-03 
0.270 6.39E-03 3.49E-03 1.58E-03 3.27E-04 -4.99E-04 -1.03E-03 
0.284 6.97E-03 3.92E-03 1.90E-03 5.62E-04 -3.22E-04 -9.00E-04 
0.298 7.58E-03 4.36E-03 2.23E-03 8.09E-04 -1.36E-04 -7.59E-04 
0.312 8.21E-03 4.83E-03 2.57E-03 1.07E-03 5.86E-05 -6.11E-04 
0.324 8.87E-03 5.31E-03 2.93E-03 1.34E-03 2.63E-04 -4.56E-04 
0.337 9.56E-03 5.82E-03 3.31E-03 1.62E-03 4.78E-04 -2.92E-04 






Table 4.3: Total two body contribution for Neon 3 
Two Body Potential Energy- Neon 
All Two-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.622 5.700 5.800 5.900 5.920 6.000 
0.201 -1.73E-03 -1.83E-03 -1.89E-03 -1.89E-03 -1.89E-03 -1.86E-03 
0.220 -1.65E-03 -1.76E-03 -1.84E-03 -1.86E-03 -1.85E-03 -1.83E-03 
0.238 -1.56E-03 -1.69E-03 -1.79E-03 -1.82E-03 -1.82E-03 -1.80E-03 
0.254 -1.47E-03 -1.62E-03 -1.73E-03 -1.78E-03 -1.78E-03 -1.77E-03 
0.270 -1.37E-03 -1.54E-03 -1.67E-03 -1.73E-03 -1.74E-03 -1.74E-03 
0.284 -1.27E-03 -1.46E-03 -1.61E-03 -1.69E-03 -1.69E-03 -1.71E-03 
0.298 -1.16E-03 -1.37E-03 -1.55E-03 -1.64E-03 -1.65E-03 -1.67E-03 
0.312 -1.05E-03 -1.28E-03 -1.48E-03 -1.58E-03 -1.60E-03 -1.63E-03 
0.324 -9.31E-04 -1.18E-03 -1.40E-03 -1.53E-03 -1.55E-03 -1.59E-03 
0.337 -8.05E-04 -1.08E-03 -1.32E-03 -1.47E-03 -1.49E-03 -1.54E-03 











































































Table 4.5: Total two body contribution for Argon 2 
Two Body Potential Energy- Argon 
All Two-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 6.3839 6.5359 6.6812 6.8204 6.9542 7.0830 7.1070 
0.134 -1.92E-03 -4.12E-03 -5.35E-03 -5.99E-03 -6.27E-03 -6.32E-03 -6.32E-03 
0.146 -1.72E-03 -3.98E-03 -5.25E-03 -5.93E-03 -6.22E-03 -6.29E-03 -6.28E-03 
0.158 -1.52E-03 -3.84E-03 -5.16E-03 -5.86E-03 -6.17E-03 -6.25E-03 -6.25E-03 
0.169 -1.31E-03 -3.70E-03 -5.06E-03 -5.79E-03 -6.12E-03 -6.22E-03 -6.22E-03 
0.179 -1.10E-03 -3.55E-03 -4.96E-03 -5.71E-03 -6.07E-03 -6.18E-03 -6.18E-03 
0.189 -8.79E-04 -3.40E-03 -4.85E-03 -5.64E-03 -6.02E-03 -6.14E-03 -6.15E-03 
0.198 -6.57E-04 -3.25E-03 -4.75E-03 -5.57E-03 -5.97E-03 -6.11E-03 -6.11E-03 
0.207 -4.30E-04 -3.10E-03 -4.64E-03 -5.49E-03 -5.91E-03 -6.07E-03 -6.07E-03 
0.216 -1.98E-04 -2.94E-03 -4.53E-03 -5.41E-03 -5.86E-03 -6.03E-03 -6.04E-03 
0.224 4.02E-05 -2.77E-03 -4.42E-03 -5.33E-03 -5.80E-03 -5.99E-03 -6.00E-03 




Two Body Potential Energy- Argon 
All Two-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.0253 5.2650 5.4846 5.6879 5.8777 6.0559 6.2242 
0.134 2.90E-01 1.46E-01 7.59E-02 3.95E-02 1.96E-02 8.38E-03 1.88E-03 
0.146 2.97E-01 1.50E-01 7.79E-02 4.07E-02 2.04E-02 8.84E-03 2.17E-03 
0.158 3.05E-01 1.53E-01 8.00E-02 4.19E-02 2.11E-02 9.30E-03 2.48E-03 
0.169 3.12E-01 1.57E-01 8.21E-02 4.31E-02 2.18E-02 9.78E-03 2.79E-03 
0.179 3.20E-01 1.61E-01 8.43E-02 4.44E-02 2.26E-02 1.03E-02 3.10E-03 
0.189 3.29E-01 1.65E-01 8.66E-02 4.57E-02 2.34E-02 1.08E-02 3.43E-03 
0.198 3.37E-01 1.70E-01 8.89E-02 4.70E-02 2.42E-02 1.13E-02 3.76E-03 
0.207 3.46E-01 1.74E-01 9.13E-02 4.84E-02 2.50E-02 1.18E-02 4.10E-03 
0.216 3.56E-01 1.79E-01 9.37E-02 4.98E-02 2.59E-02 1.23E-02 4.45E-03 
0.224 3.65E-01 1.83E-01 9.62E-02 5.13E-02 2.68E-02 1.29E-02 4.80E-03 




Figure 4.3: Surface graph of total two body contribution for R vs Alpha (Argon) 
  
 












































































































































































































Figure 4.5: Surface graph of three body energy for R vs Alpha of a SET (Argon) 
 
Table 4.6: Total three body contribution for Neon part 1 
Three Body Potential Energy –Neon 
All Three-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 3.9886 4.1788 4.3531 4.5145 4.6651 4.8066 
0.201 -1.51E-02 -7.32E-03 -3.56E-03 -1.73E-03 -8.08E-04 -3.28E-04 
0.220 -1.56E-02 -7.60E-03 -3.72E-03 -1.82E-03 -8.64E-04 -3.63E-04 
0.238 -1.61E-02 -7.88E-03 -3.88E-03 -1.92E-03 -9.23E-04 -3.98E-04 
0.254 -1.66E-02 -8.17E-03 -4.05E-03 -2.02E-03 -9.83E-04 -4.35E-04 
0.270 -1.71E-02 -8.46E-03 -4.22E-03 -2.12E-03 -1.04E-03 -4.73E-04 
0.284 -1.76E-02 -8.76E-03 -4.39E-03 -2.22E-03 -1.11E-03 -5.12E-04 
0.298 -1.82E-02 -9.06E-03 -4.57E-03 -2.33E-03 -1.17E-03 -5.52E-04 
0.312 -1.87E-02 -9.36E-03 -4.75E-03 -2.44E-03 -1.24E-03 -5.93E-04 
0.324 -1.92E-02 -9.67E-03 -4.93E-03 -2.55E-03 -1.31E-03 -6.36E-04 
0.337 -1.97E-02 -9.98E-03 -5.11E-03 -2.66E-03 -1.38E-03 -6.79E-04 












































Table 4.7: Total three body contribution for Neon 2 
Three Body Potential Energy –Neon 
All Three-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
4.6651 4.9402 5.0669 5.1876 5.3029 5.4134 5.5196 
0.201 -8.37E-05 3.98E-05 9.53E-05 1.16E-04 1.20E-04 1.16E-04 
0.220 -1.05E-04 2.65E-05 8.70E-05 1.10E-04 1.17E-04 1.14E-04 
0.238 -1.27E-04 1.27E-05 7.83E-05 1.05E-04 1.13E-04 1.12E-04 
0.254 -1.50E-04 -1.61E-06 6.93E-05 9.92E-05 1.10E-04 1.10E-04 
0.270 -1.74E-04 -1.64E-05 6.00E-05 9.32E-05 1.06E-04 1.07E-04 
0.284 -1.98E-04 -3.18E-05 5.02E-05 8.70E-05 1.02E-04 1.05E-04 
0.298 -2.23E-04 -4.78E-05 4.01E-05 8.05E-05 9.77E-05 1.02E-04 
0.312 -2.49E-04 -6.43E-05 2.96E-05 7.37E-05 9.34E-05 9.93E-05 
0.324 -2.76E-04 -8.13E-05 1.87E-05 6.66E-05 8.88E-05 9.63E-05 
0.337 -3.04E-04 -9.90E-05 7.45E-06 5.93E-05 8.40E-05 9.32E-05 




Table 4.8: Total three body contribution for Neon 3 
Three Body Potential Energy –Neon 
All Three-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.6218 5.7000 5.8000 5.9000 5.9200 6.0000 
0.201 1.08E-04 1.01E-04 9.08E-05 8.05E-05 7.86E-05 7.11E-05 
0.220 1.07E-04 1.00E-04 9.03E-05 8.03E-05 7.84E-05 7.10E-05 
0.238 1.06E-04 9.94E-05 8.98E-05 8.01E-05 7.82E-05 7.09E-05 
0.254 1.04E-04 9.84E-05 8.93E-05 7.98E-05 7.80E-05 7.08E-05 
0.270 1.03E-04 9.74E-05 8.87E-05 7.95E-05 7.77E-05 7.07E-05 
0.284 1.01E-04 9.63E-05 8.80E-05 7.91E-05 7.74E-05 7.05E-05 
0.298 9.97E-05 9.51E-05 8.73E-05 7.87E-05 7.71E-05 7.03E-05 
0.312 9.79E-05 9.39E-05 8.66E-05 7.83E-05 7.67E-05 7.01E-05 
0.324 9.60E-05 9.26E-05 8.58E-05 7.79E-05 7.63E-05 6.99E-05 
0.337 9.40E-05 9.11E-05 8.49E-05 7.73E-05 7.59E-05 6.96E-05 






Table 4.9: Total three body contribution for Argon 1 
Three Body Potential Energy –Argon 
All Three-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.025 5.265 5.485 5.688 5.878 6.056 6.224 
0.134 -2.53E-02 -9.61E-03 -2.85E-03 -8.84E-05 1.05E-03 1.43E-03 1.52E-03 
0.146 -2.57E-02 -9.82E-03 -2.96E-03 -1.49E-04 1.02E-03 1.41E-03 1.43E-03 
0.158 -2.62E-02 -1.00E-02 -3.07E-03 -2.11E-04 9.83E-04 1.39E-03 1.41E-03 
0.169 -2.66E-02 -1.02E-02 -3.19E-03 -2.73E-04 9.49E-04 1.36E-03 1.40E-03 
0.179 -2.70E-02 -1.05E-02 -3.30E-03 -3.36E-04 9.14E-04 1.34E-03 1.39E-03 
0.189 -2.75E-02 -1.07E-02 -3.42E-03 -4.00E-04 8.79E-04 1.32E-03 1.38E-03 
0.198 -2.79E-02 -1.09E-02 -3.54E-03 -4.65E-04 8.43E-04 1.30E-03 1.37E-03 
0.207 -2.84E-02 -1.11E-02 -3.65E-03 -5.30E-04 8.07E-04 1.28E-03 1.36E-03 
0.216 -2.88E-02 -1.14E-02 -3.77E-03 -5.96E-04 7.70E-04 1.26E-03 1.35E-03 
0.224 -2.93E-02 -1.16E-02 -3.90E-03 -6.62E-04 7.33E-04 1.24E-03 1.34E-03 




Table 4.10: Total three body contribution for Argon 2 
Three Body Potential Energy –Argon 
All Three-Body Energies in Hartrees 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 6.384 6.536 6.681 6.820 6.954 7.083 7.107 
0.134 1.28E-03 1.20E-03 9.31E-04 8.05E-04 6.83E-04 5.90E-04 5.74E-04 
0.146 1.27E-03 1.19E-03 9.28E-04 8.04E-04 6.83E-04 5.90E-04 5.74E-04 
0.158 1.27E-03 1.19E-03 9.26E-04 8.04E-04 6.83E-04 5.91E-04 5.74E-04 
0.169 1.26E-03 1.19E-03 9.23E-04 8.03E-04 6.83E-04 5.91E-04 5.75E-04 
0.179 1.26E-03 1.18E-03 9.21E-04 8.03E-04 6.83E-04 5.91E-04 5.75E-04 
0.189 1.25E-03 1.18E-03 9.18E-04 8.02E-04 6.83E-04 5.92E-04 5.75E-04 
0.198 1.24E-03 1.08E-03 9.16E-04 8.02E-04 6.83E-04 5.92E-04 5.76E-04 
0.207 1.24E-03 1.08E-03 9.13E-04 8.01E-04 6.83E-04 5.92E-04 5.76E-04 
0.216 1.23E-03 1.07E-03 9.10E-04 8.01E-04 6.83E-04 5.92E-04 5.76E-04 
0.224 1.23E-03 1.07E-03 9.07E-04 8.00E-04 6.83E-04 5.93E-04 5.76E-04 






































































































































































Table 4.13: Cohesive energy considering only two body contributions for Argon 1 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) only two body Contributions-Argon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.0253 5.2650 5.4846 5.6879 5.8777 6.0559 6.2242 
0.134 1.45E-01 7.32E-02 3.82E-02 2.01E-02 1.01E-02 4.48E-03 1.22E-03 
0.146 1.49E-01 7.50E-02 3.92E-02 2.06E-02 1.04E-02 4.66E-03 1.33E-03 
0.158 1.52E-01 7.69E-02 4.02E-02 2.12E-02 1.07E-02 4.86E-03 1.44E-03 
0.169 1.56E-01 7.88E-02 4.12E-02 2.18E-02 1.11E-02 5.07E-03 1.57E-03 
0.179 1.60E-01 8.08E-02 4.23E-02 2.24E-02 1.15E-02 5.29E-03 1.71E-03 
0.189 1.65E-01 8.29E-02 4.34E-02 2.30E-02 1.18E-02 5.52E-03 1.86E-03 
0.198 1.69E-01 8.50E-02 4.46E-02 2.37E-02 1.22E-02 5.77E-03 2.01E-03 
0.207 1.73E-01 8.72E-02 4.58E-02 2.43E-02 1.26E-02 6.02E-03 2.17E-03 
0.216 1.78E-01 8.94E-02 4.70E-02 2.50E-02 1.30E-02 6.27E-03 2.33E-03 
0.224 1.83E-01 9.18E-02 4.82E-02 2.57E-02 1.35E-02 6.54E-03 2.50E-03 
0.231 1.88E-01 9.42E-02 4.95E-02 2.65E-02 1.39E-02 6.81E-03 2.68E-03 
 
Kinetic Energy -Neon 
All Energies in Hartrees 
Alpha 
bohr 
0.201 0.220 0.238 0.254 0.270 0.284 
 8.36E-05 6.96E-05 5.97E-05 5.22E-05 4.64E-05 4.18E-05 
Alpha 
bohr 
0.298 0.312 0.324 0.337 0.348  
 3.80E-05 3.48E-05 3.21E-05 2.99E-05 2.79E-05  
Kinetic Energy -Argon 
All Energies in Hartrees 
Alpha 
bohr 
0.134 0.146 0.158 0.169 0.179 0.189 
 9.56E-05 7.97E-05 6.83E-05 5.98E-05 5.31E-05 4.78E-05 
Alpha 
bohr 
0.198 0.207 0.216 0.224 0.231  
 4.35E-05 3.99E-05 3.68E-05 3.42E-05 3.19E-05  
51 
 
Table 4.14: Cohesive energy considering only two body contributions for Argon 2 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) only two body Contributions-Argon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 6.3839 6.5359 6.6812 6.8204 6.9542 7.0830 7.1070 
0.134 -6.73E-04 -1.77E-03 -2.39E-03 -2.71E-03 -2.85E-03 -2.88E-03 -2.87E-03 
0.146 -6.21E-04 -1.75E-03 -2.39E-03 -2.72E-03 -2.87E-03 -2.91E-03 -2.90E-03 
0.158 -5.54E-04 -1.71E-03 -2.37E-03 -2.72E-03 -2.88E-03 -2.92E-03 -2.92E-03 
0.169 -4.75E-04 -1.67E-03 -2.35E-03 -2.71E-03 -2.88E-03 -2.93E-03 -2.93E-03 
0.179 -3.89E-04 -1.62E-03 -2.32E-03 -2.70E-03 -2.88E-03 -2.93E-03 -2.93E-03 
0.189 -2.96E-04 -1.56E-03 -2.28E-03 -2.68E-03 -2.87E-03 -2.93E-03 -2.93E-03 
0.198 -1.98E-04 -1.50E-03 -2.24E-03 -2.65E-03 -2.85E-03 -2.92E-03 -2.93E-03 
0.207 -9.54E-05 -1.43E-03 -2.20E-03 -2.63E-03 -2.84E-03 -2.91E-03 -2.92E-03 
0.216 1.15E-05 -1.36E-03 -2.15E-03 -2.60E-03 -2.82E-03 -2.90E-03 -2.91E-03 
0.224 1.23E-04 -1.28E-03 -2.11E-03 -2.56E-03 -2.80E-03 -2.89E-03 -2.90E-03 




Table 4.15: Cohesive energy including three body contributions for Argon 1 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) including three body Contributions- Argon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.0253 5.2650 5.4846 5.6879 5.8777 6.0559 6.2242 
0.134 1.41E-01 7.16E-02 3.78E-02 2.00E-02 1.03E-02 4.72E-03 1.48E-03 
0.146 1.44E-01 7.34E-02 3.87E-02 2.06E-02 1.06E-02 4.89E-03 1.56E-03 
0.158 1.48E-01 7.52E-02 3.97E-02 2.11E-02 1.09E-02 5.09E-03 1.68E-03 
0.169 1.52E-01 7.71E-02 4.07E-02 2.17E-02 1.13E-02 5.29E-03 1.81E-03 
0.179 1.56E-01 7.90E-02 4.18E-02 2.23E-02 1.16E-02 5.51E-03 1.94E-03 
0.189 1.60E-01 8.11E-02 4.29E-02 2.29E-02 1.20E-02 5.74E-03 2.09E-03 
0.198 1.64E-01 8.32E-02 4.40E-02 2.36E-02 1.24E-02 5.98E-03 2.24E-03 
0.207 1.69E-01 8.53E-02 4.51E-02 2.42E-02 1.28E-02 6.23E-03 2.40E-03 
0.216 1.73E-01 8.76E-02 4.63E-02 2.49E-02 1.32E-02 6.48E-03 2.56E-03 
0.224 1.78E-01 8.99E-02 4.76E-02 2.56E-02 1.36E-02 6.75E-03 2.73E-03 







Table 4.16: Cohesive energy including three body contributions for Argon 2 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) including three body Contributions- Argon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 6.3839 6.5359 6.6812 6.8204 6.9542 7.0830 7.1070 
0.134 -4.60E-04 -1.57E-03 -2.23E-03 -2.58E-03 -2.73E-03 -2.78E-03 -2.78E-03 
0.146 -4.09E-04 -1.55E-03 -2.23E-03 -2.59E-03 -2.76E-03 -2.81E-03 -2.81E-03 
0.158 -3.42E-04 -1.52E-03 -2.22E-03 -2.59E-03 -2.77E-03 -2.82E-03 -2.82E-03 
0.169 -2.65E-04 -1.47E-03 -2.20E-03 -2.58E-03 -2.77E-03 -2.83E-03 -2.83E-03 
0.179 -1.79E-04 -1.42E-03 -2.17E-03 -2.56E-03 -2.76E-03 -2.83E-03 -2.84E-03 
0.189 -8.78E-05 -1.36E-03 -2.13E-03 -2.54E-03 -2.75E-03 -2.83E-03 -2.83E-03 
0.198 9.27E-06 -1.32E-03 -2.09E-03 -2.52E-03 -2.74E-03 -2.82E-03 -2.83E-03 
0.207 1.11E-04 -1.25E-03 -2.05E-03 -2.49E-03 -2.72E-03 -2.82E-03 -2.82E-03 
0.216 2.17E-04 -1.18E-03 -2.00E-03 -2.46E-03 -2.70E-03 -2.80E-03 -2.81E-03 
0.224 3.27E-04 -1.11E-03 -1.95E-03 -2.43E-03 -2.68E-03 -2.79E-03 -2.80E-03 






Table 4.17: Cohesive energy considering only two body contributions for Neon 1 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) only two body Contributions-Neon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 3.9886 4.1788 4.3531 4.5145 4.6651 4.8066 
0.201 5.26E-02 3.12E-02 1.89E-02 1.16E-02 7.05E-03 4.21E-03 
0.220 5.49E-02 3.27E-02 1.99E-02 1.22E-02 7.49E-03 4.51E-03 
0.238 5.73E-02 3.42E-02 2.09E-02 1.29E-02 7.96E-03 4.83E-03 
0.254 5.98E-02 3.58E-02 2.20E-02 1.36E-02 8.45E-03 5.18E-03 
0.270 6.24E-02 3.75E-02 2.31E-02 1.44E-02 8.98E-03 5.55E-03 
0.284 6.51E-02 3.92E-02 2.42E-02 1.52E-02 9.53E-03 5.94E-03 
0.298 6.78E-02 4.10E-02 2.54E-02 1.60E-02 1.01E-02 6.34E-03 
0.312 7.07E-02 4.29E-02 2.67E-02 1.69E-02 1.07E-02 6.77E-03 
0.324 7.37E-02 4.49E-02 2.80E-02 1.77E-02 1.13E-02 7.22E-03 
0.337 7.68E-02 4.69E-02 2.93E-02 1.87E-02 1.20E-02 7.68E-03 





Table 4.18: Cohesive energy considering only two body contributions for Neon 2 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) only two body Contributions-Neon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 4.9402 5.0669 5.1876 5.3029 5.4134 5.5196 
0.201 2.40E-03 1.24E-03 4.82E-04 -2.95E-06 -3.11E-04 -5.02E-04 
0.220 2.60E-03 1.37E-03 5.71E-04 5.21E-05 -2.81E-04 -4.89E-04 
0.238 2.83E-03 1.53E-03 6.78E-04 1.24E-04 -2.34E-04 -4.62E-04 
0.254 3.07E-03 1.70E-03 7.99E-04 2.08E-04 -1.77E-04 -4.24E-04 
0.270 3.33E-03 1.89E-03 9.32E-04 3.03E-04 -1.10E-04 -3.78E-04 
0.284 3.61E-03 2.08E-03 1.08E-03 4.06E-04 -3.56E-05 -3.25E-04 
0.298 3.90E-03 2.30E-03 1.23E-03 5.18E-04 4.58E-05 -2.66E-04 
0.312 4.21E-03 2.52E-03 1.39E-03 6.38E-04 1.34E-04 -2.01E-04 
0.324 4.53E-03 2.75E-03 1.56E-03 7.65E-04 2.28E-04 -1.32E-04 
0.337 4.87E-03 3.00E-03 1.75E-03 9.00E-04 3.29E-04 -5.65E-05 





Table 4.19: Cohesive energy considering only two body contributions for Neon 3 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) only two body Contributions-Neon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.6218 5.7000 5.8000 5.9000 5.9200 6.0000 
0.201 -6.13E-04 -6.63E-04 -6.93E-04 -6.96E-04 -6.94E-04 -6.79E-04 
0.220 -6.14E-04 -6.72E-04 -7.11E-04 -7.20E-04 -7.19E-04 -7.07E-04 
0.238 -6.01E-04 -6.67E-04 -7.14E-04 -7.30E-04 -7.30E-04 -7.23E-04 
0.254 -5.77E-04 -6.53E-04 -7.09E-04 -7.32E-04 -7.33E-04 -7.30E-04 
0.270 -5.47E-04 -6.31E-04 -6.97E-04 -7.27E-04 -7.30E-04 -7.31E-04 
0.284 -5.10E-04 -6.04E-04 -6.80E-04 -7.18E-04 -7.22E-04 -7.28E-04 
0.298 -4.67E-04 -5.72E-04 -6.59E-04 -7.05E-04 -7.10E-04 -7.21E-04 
0.312 -4.20E-04 -5.36E-04 -6.33E-04 -6.88E-04 -6.95E-04 -7.11E-04 
0.324 -3.69E-04 -4.96E-04 -6.05E-04 -6.68E-04 -6.76E-04 -6.98E-04 
0.337 -3.13E-04 -4.52E-04 -5.73E-04 -6.45E-04 -6.55E-04 -6.83E-04 






Table 4.20: Cohesive energy including three body contributions for Neon 1 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) including three body Contributions-Neon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 3.989 4.179 4.353 4.515 4.665 4.807 
0.201 5.00E-02 3.00E-02 1.83E-02 1.13E-02 6.92E-03 4.16E-03 
0.220 5.23E-02 3.14E-02 1.93E-02 1.19E-02 7.34E-03 4.45E-03 
0.238 5.46E-02 3.29E-02 2.03E-02 1.26E-02 7.80E-03 4.77E-03 
0.254 5.70E-02 3.45E-02 2.13E-02 1.33E-02 8.29E-03 5.11E-03 
0.270 5.95E-02 3.61E-02 2.24E-02 1.40E-02 8.80E-03 5.47E-03 
0.284 6.21E-02 3.78E-02 2.35E-02 1.48E-02 9.34E-03 5.85E-03 
0.298 6.48E-02 3.95E-02 2.47E-02 1.56E-02 9.91E-03 6.25E-03 
0.312 6.76E-02 4.14E-02 2.59E-02 1.64E-02 1.05E-02 6.67E-03 
0.324 7.05E-02 4.32E-02 2.72E-02 1.73E-02 1.11E-02 7.11E-03 
0.337 7.35E-02 4.52E-02 2.85E-02 1.82E-02 1.18E-02 7.57E-03 




Table 4.21: Cohesive energy including three body contributions for Neon 2 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) including three body Contributions-Neon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 4.940 5.067 5.188 5.303 5.413 5.520 
0.201 2.39E-03 1.24E-03 4.98E-04 1.63E-05 -2.91E-04 -4.82E-04 
0.220 2.59E-03 1.38E-03 5.85E-04 7.05E-05 -2.61E-04 -4.70E-04 
0.238 2.81E-03 1.53E-03 6.91E-04 1.41E-04 -2.15E-04 -4.43E-04 
0.254 3.05E-03 1.70E-03 8.11E-04 2.25E-04 -1.58E-04 -4.06E-04 
0.270 3.30E-03 1.88E-03 9.42E-04 3.18E-04 -9.24E-05 -3.60E-04 
0.284 3.58E-03 2.08E-03 1.08E-03 4.21E-04 -1.86E-05 -3.07E-04 
0.298 3.86E-03 2.29E-03 1.24E-03 5.32E-04 6.21E-05 -2.49E-04 
0.312 4.17E-03 2.51E-03 1.40E-03 6.50E-04 1.49E-04 -1.85E-04 
0.324 4.48E-03 2.74E-03 1.57E-03 7.76E-04 2.43E-04 -1.15E-04 
0.337 4.82E-03 2.98E-03 1.75E-03 9.10E-04 3.43E-04 -4.09E-05 







Table 4.22: Cohesive energy including three body contributions for Neon 3 
Cohesive energy (Hartrees) including three body Contributions-Neon 
R values (row) in bohr 
Alpha values (columns) in bohr 
 5.622 5.700 5.800 5.900 5.920 6.000 
0.201 -5.95E-04 -6.46E-04 -6.78E-04 -6.82E-04 -6.81E-04 -6.67E-04 
0.220 -5.96E-04 -6.55E-04 -6.96E-04 -7.06E-04 -7.05E-04 -6.95E-04 
0.238 -5.83E-04 -6.51E-04 -6.99E-04 -7.17E-04 -7.17E-04 -7.11E-04 
0.254 -5.60E-04 -6.36E-04 -6.94E-04 -7.18E-04 -7.20E-04 -7.18E-04 
0.270 -5.30E-04 -6.15E-04 -6.83E-04 -7.14E-04 -7.17E-04 -7.20E-04 
0.284 -4.93E-04 -5.88E-04 -6.65E-04 -7.05E-04 -7.09E-04 -7.16E-04 
0.298 -4.51E-04 -5.56E-04 -6.44E-04 -6.91E-04 -6.97E-04 -7.09E-04 
0.312 -4.04E-04 -5.20E-04 -6.19E-04 -6.75E-04 -6.82E-04 -6.99E-04 
0.324 -3.53E-04 -4.80E-04 -5.90E-04 -6.55E-04 -6.64E-04 -6.86E-04 
0.337 -2.97E-04 -4.36E-04 -5.58E-04 -6.33E-04 -6.43E-04 -6.71E-04 





Table 4.23: Einstein Model vs. Experimental 











Neon Korona/TT EAT -7.163E-04 -6.819E-04 4.80% 
Neon LJ EAT -7.163E-04 -6.562E-04 8.39% 
Neon AGY EAT -7.163E-04 -6.550E-04 8.56% 
Neon Korona/TT TBE -7.163E-04 -7.136E-04 0.37% 
Neon Korona/TT MAT -7.163E-04 -6.852E-04 4.33% 
Neon MTT TBE -7.163E-04 -7.083E-04 1.11% 
Neon MTT EAT -7.163E-04 -6.766E-04 5.54% 
Neon AGY MAT -7.163E-04 -6.583E-04 8.09% 
Neon AGY TBE -7.163E-04 -6.872E-04 4.13% 
Neon LJ TBE -7.163E-04 -6.879E-04 3.96% 
Argon LJ Cencek -2.938E-03 -2.959E-03 0.71% 
Argon Aziz-Slaman Cencek -2.938E-03 -3.499E-03 19.08% 
Argon AGY Cencek -2.938E-03 -2.960E-03 0.73% 






Table 4.24: TPA vs MCI for high and low alpha values (Symmetry-Neon) 
Symmetry Coordinates– Neon 





MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
3.9886 0.201 -5.827E-04 -5.940E-04 1.91% 
3.9886 0.348 -7.634E-04 -8.320E-04 9.02% 
4.8066 0.201 -2.031E-05 -2.150E-05 5.69% 
4.8066 0.348 -3.559E-05 -4.390E-05 23.45% 
5.4134 0.201 1.920E-06 1.849E-06 3.71% 











   
 
Table 4.26: TPA vs MCI for Glyde’s alpha values (Symmetry-Neon) 
Symmetry Coordinates – Neon 






MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
3.9886 0.210 -5.906E-04 -6.034E-04 2.16% 
4.8066 0.253 -2.443E-05 -2.680E-05 9.64% 




Cartesian Coordinates – Neon 





MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
3.9886 0.201 -5.827E-04 -5.790E-04 0.66% 
3.9886 0.348 -7.634E-04 -7.442E-04 2.52% 
5.4134 0.201 1.920E-06 1.980E-06 3.13% 
5.4134 0.348 2.300E-07 6.981E-07 203.46% 
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Table 4.28: TPA vs MCI at the energy minimum (Symmetry-Neon) 
Energy Minimum – Neon 








MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
Symmetry 5.92 0.312 1.801E-06 1.819E-06 1.01% 
Cartesian 5.92 0.312 1.801E-06 1.861E-06 3.32% 
 
 
Table 4.29: TPA vs MCI for high and low alpha values (Symmetry-Argon) 
Symmetry Coordinates -Argon 





MCI TPA Percent 
5.0253 0.134 -1.808E-03 -1.800E-03 0.40% 
5.0253 0.231 -1.970E-03 -2.010E-03 2.03% 
6.0559 0.134 -3.875E-05 -3.730E-05 3.70% 
6.0559 0.231 -5.025E-05 -4.750E-05 5.37% 
6.8204 0.134 1.785E-05 1.828E-05 2.46% 







Cartesian Coordinates – Neon 






MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
3.9886 0.210 -5.906E-04 -5.862E-04 0.72% 
5.4134 0.284 1.168E-06 1.355E-06 16.00% 
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Table 4.31: TPA vs MCI for Glyde’s alpha values (Symmetry-Argon) 
Symmetry Coordinates – Argon 






MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
5.0253 0.139 -1.814E-03 -1.808E-03 0.33% 
6.0559 0.168 -4.198E-05 -3.991E-05 4.85% 
6.8204 0.189 1.738E-05 1.818E-05 4.60% 
 
 









Cencek Three Body Potential- Hartrees 
R alpha MCI TPA Percent 
5.0253 0.134 -1.808E-03 -1.842E-03 1.88% 
5.0253 0.231 -1.970E-03 -2.071E-03 5.12% 
5.2650 0.134 -8.879E-04 -9.190E-04 3.49% 
5.2650 0.231 -9.789E-04 -1.060E-03 7.89% 
5.4846 0.134 -4.401E-04 -4.240E-04 3.63% 
5.4846 0.231 -4.929E-04 -4.520E-04 8.36% 
6.0559 0.134 -3.875E-05 -3.830E-05 1.17% 
6.0559 0.231 -5.025E-05 -4.840E-05 3.73% 
6.8204 0.134 1.785E-05 1.785E-05 0.05% 
6.8204 0.231 1.687E-05 1.701E-05 0.83% 
Cartesian Coordinates – Argon 






MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
5.0253 0.139 -1.814E-03 -1.854E-03 2.00% 
6.0559 0.168 -4.198E-05 -4.123E-05 1.92% 
6.8204 0.189 1.738E-05 1.744E-05 0.33% 
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Table 4.33: TPA vs MCI at energy minimum (Symmetry-Argon) 
Energy Minimum – Argon 








MCI TPA Percent 
Error 
Symmetry 7.10 0.198 1.551E-05 1.600E-05 3.17% 




Figure 4.8: Einstein vs Barnes 
 




























Nearest Neighbor Distance (Bohr)
Einstein vs. Barnes [18]
(MCI)
Helium (R=6.906 bohr) 
Average three body energy in Hartrees. 
Polynomial 
Order 





6th -3.445E-07 -7.033E-05 20313.90% 7.707E-08 122.37% 
8th -3.445E-07 4.418E-06 1382.29% 5.303E-08 115.39% 
10th -3.445E-07 -3.381E-07 1.88% 5.298E-08 115.38% 
12th -3.445E-07 -2.482E-06 620.36% 5.361E-08 115.56% 
14th -3.445E-07 -2.374E-06 588.98% 5.349E-08 115.52% 
16th -3.445E-07 -2.302E-06 568.19% 5.350E-08 115.53% 
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Cohesive Energy vs Nearest Neighbor 
Distance
Argon
Helium (R=4.999 bohr) 








6th -9.698E-06 -1.544E-05 59.20% -1.328E-05 36.96% 
8th -9.698E-06 -1.219E-05 25.69% -6.634E-06 31.59% 
10th -9.698E-06 -1.234E-05 27.20% -8.867E-06 8.56% 
12th -9.698E-06 -1.246E-05 28.53% -8.919E-06 8.03% 
14th -9.698E-06 -1.233E-05 27.13% -8.917E-06 8.05% 






This program sends calculations for the total two body contributions in a crystal at different R 
values.  It checks the two files for R values and C or alpha values.  Then for every R value it will 
calculate a three body energy for every C or alpha value.  Things to watch out for: watch out for 
blank lines in the R.dat or C.dat, sometimes python will include blank lines into the array.  Also 









R_values=[]# R array 
C_values=[]# C or alpha array 
 
#append R values and alpha values 
for line in R_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    R_values.append(line) 
 
for line in C_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    C_values.append(line) 
 
#loops through each R value with the alpha values looped for each  
#R values 
for i in R_values: 
    for j in C_values: 
        R_C=open('R_C.dat','w')#opens a new file 
        R_C.write(str(i)+'\n'+str(j))#writes R value and alpha  
        R_C.close()#close file 
        os.system('./RUN_RPG')#runs a program that takes the R      
 #and alpha values from the R_C.dat file. 























































//A,B,C layer objects 
  A_Lay A; 
  B_Lay B; 
  C_Lay C; 
  ifstream fp; 
  fp.open("R_C.dat");//file for the R value 
  double R; 
  int rotations=4, Layers=4;//this can be adjusted depending how much you want the crystal to 
expand 
  fp>>R;//reads in the R 
 
//set each layer and have them printed out 
  A.set_function(R); 
  A.get_function(rotations,R,Layers); 
  B.set_function(R); 
  B.get_function(rotations,R,Layers); 
  C.set_function(R); 
  C.get_function(rotations,R,Layers); 
  
  











lines=fp.readlines()#reads lines from distances 
distance=[] 
XYZ=[] 
for line in lines: 
    parts=line.split()#splits lines 
    distance.append(parts[0])# grabs distances 
    XYZ.append(parts[1])#X 
    XYZ.append(parts[2])#Y 






for i in distance: 
    if i not in singles: 
        singles.append(i)#no duplicates 
    #XYZ coordinates that go with that distance 
        parallel_singles.append(XYZ[x]) 
        parallel_singles.append(XYZ[y]) 
        parallel_singles.append(XYZ[z]) 
    x+=3 
    y+=3 






for j in singles:#goes through the single distances 
    j.rstrip()# I'm not if this is needed, but it strips the white space 
    count=0#counter 
    for k in distance: 
        k.rstrip() 
        if j==k:#checks the frequency of this base distance  
            count+=1 
    fileoutput.write(str(parallel_singles[x])+" "+str(parallel_singles[y])+" 
"+str(parallel_singles[z])+" "+str(count)+"\n")# print out 
    x+=3 
    y+=3 












#include "Random_Points.h"//random point header file 
using namespace std; 
//Function Prototypes for two body functions 
double MTTY(double &); 
double CT(double &);//this is really the AGY 
double S2n(int &,double &,double &); 
double TTY(double &);//AKA korona/TTY 
double fact(int); 
double LJ(double &); 




  ifstream fp,fp1; 
  fp.open("Rcoordinates.txt");//opens file 
  fp1.open("R_C.dat");//R value and C value 
  unsigned ran_state[4]; 
  RPG Rando;//random points 
  double R,xbase[200],ybase[200],zbase[200],freq[200],two_body,C,energy,R1; 
  double xapoint,yapoint, zapoint,xbpoint,ybpoint,zbpoint,xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,Total_energy=0; 
  int count=0,n=1E6,end,i; 
  fp1>>R1>>C; 
  double alpha=sqrt(1/(2*C));//converts C to Alpha 
  while(true) 
    { 
//reads in X,Y,Z and the Frequency of occurence 
      fp>>xbase[count]>>ybase[count]>>zbase[count]>>freq[count]; 
 if (fp.eof()) 
   {break;} 
      count++; 
 
    } 
  end=count;//counts lines in the file 
   
  for(int j=0;j<end;j++)//loops through each line 
    { 
      two_body=0; 
  for (i=0; i<n; i++)//1 million random points 
    { 
//random points for XYZ for both atoms; a Number between 0 and 1  
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      xapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      yapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ybpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
 
//include alpha and base positons 
      xa=alpha*xapoint+xbase[j]; 
      ya=alpha*yapoint+ybase[j]; 
      za=alpha*zapoint+zbase[j]; 
      xb=alpha*xbpoint; 
      yb=alpha*ybpoint; 
      zb=alpha*zbpoint; 
//calc distance 
      R=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
      energy=MTTY(R);//goes to whatever function you like 
      two_body+=energy; 
    } 
  Total_energy+=(two_body/n)*freq[j];//sums up average two body energy 
 
     } 
 
  cout<<Total_energy<<" "<<R1<<" "<<alpha<<endl;//print out 
 
    fp.close();   
    fp1.close(); 
  return(0); 
      
 } 
 
//I would read the papers for each one of these functions 
 
//TTY function 
double TTY(double &R) 
{ 
//parameter 
  double two_body,A=78.52,alpha=2.13371,beta=-.035; 
  double b=1.88,c[20],tot_attractive=0; 
  double repulsive, dispersion,attractive1=0,attractive2,kfact; 
  c[6]=6.96;c[8]=49.87;c[10]=2393.96; 
  c[12]=33172.16229,c[14]=514081.6678,c[16]=7474943.603; 
 
//repulsive term 
  repulsive=A*exp(-alpha*R+beta*pow(R,2)); 




  for(int i=3;i<9;i++) 
    { 
      attractive1=c[2*i]/double(pow(R,(2*i))); 
      attractive2=0; 
      for(int k=0;k<=(2*i);k++) 
        { 
          kfact=fact(k);//calls factorial function 
          attractive2+=double(pow((b*R),k)/kfact); 
        } 
      tot_attractive+= attractive1*(1.0-exp(-b*R)*attractive2); 
    } 
   
  two_body=repulsive-tot_attractive;//repusive - attractive 
 




double fact(int k)//factorial function 
{ 
  double kfact=1.0; 
  if (k==0) 
    {return kfact;} 
 
  for(int i=1;i<(k+1);i++) 
    { 
      kfact=kfact*double(i); 
    } 
 




double LJ(double &R) 
{ 
//I've found 3 different parameters for Lennard Jones 
//comment out the two parameter you are not using 
  //  double sigma=5.24574669,epsilon=1.166370E-04;//LJ 1 
  // double sigma=5.25897921,epsilon=1.132150E-04;//LJ 2 
    double sigma=5.25897921,epsilon=1.179699E-04;//LJ 3 
 
 
  double VLJ; 
 
  VLJ=4.0*epsilon*(pow((sigma/R),12)-pow((sigma/R),6)); 
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double CT(double &R) 
{//parameters 
  double A=88.5513,alpha=2.20626,beta=-0.0249851,b=1.85166; 
  double G[10][10],C[20]; 
  double CT,VHF1,VHF2=0,VHF,VC,VC1=0,VC2=0,S2; 
  G[1][1]=-3.205E-04; 
  G[2][1]=0.82172; 
  G[3][1]=3.2949; 
  G[1][2]=-2.771E-03; 
  G[2][2]=1.1097; 
  G[3][2]=2.2072; 
  C[6]=6.28174; 
  C[8]=90.0503; 
  C[10]=1679.45; 
  C[12]=4.190E+04; 
  C[14]=1.363E+06; 




  VHF1=A*exp((-alpha*R+pow(beta,1)*pow(R,2))); 
 
  for(int i=1;i<3;i++) 
    { 
      VHF2+=G[1][i]*exp(-G[2][i]*pow((R-G[3][i]),2)); 
    } 
 
  VHF=VHF1+VHF2;//total repulsive 
  for (int i=1;i<3;i++) 
    { 
      VC1+=G[1][i]*exp(-G[2][i]*pow((R-G[3][i]),2)); 
    } 
 
  for (int i=3;i<9;i++) 
    { 
      S2=S2n(i,R,b);//s2n function 
      VC2+=S2*(C[2*i]/pow(R,(2*i))); 
    } 
  VC=-(VC1+VC2);//attractive 








double S2n(int &i,double &R,double &b) 
{ 
  double S2=0,kfact; 
 
  for(int k=0;k<=2*i;k++) 
    { 
      kfact=factorial(k);//factorial function 
      S2+=pow((b*R),k)/kfact; 
    } 
 
  S2=1.0-exp(-b*R)*S2; 
 





double factorial(int &k) 
{double fact=1.0; 
  if (k==0) 
    {fact=1;return fact;} 
  for (int i=1;i<=k;i++) 
    { 
      fact*=i; 
    } 
 
  return fact; 
} 
 
double MTTY(double &r) //modified TTY potential 
{ 
//parameters 
  double A=4.0291505E7,b=4.9248731676E1,Rm=.3089456,R; 
  double C[20],a1=-4.28654039586E1,a2=-3.33818674327,a_1=-5.34644860719E-
02,a_2=5.01774999419E-03; 
  double epsilon=42.152521,sigma,VC=0,VHF,S2; 
  double Modified_TTY; 
  R=r*.0529; 
  C[6]=4.40676750157E-02; 
  C[8]=1.64892507701E-03; 
  C[10]=7.90473640524E-05; 
  C[12]=4.85489170103E-06; 
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  C[14]=3.82012334054E-07; 
  C[16]=3.85106552963E-08; 
 
//repulsive 
  VHF=A*exp(a1*R+a2*pow(R,2)+a_1*pow(R,(-1))+a_2*pow(R,(-2))); 
 
 
  for (int i=3;i<9;i++) 
    { 
      S2=S2n(i,R,b); 
      VC+=S2*(C[2*i]/pow(R,(2*i))); 
    } 
//attractive 
  VC=-VC; 
  Modified_TTY=VHF+VC; 
 























This program sends calculations for a single small equilateral triangle.  It checks the two files for 
R values and C or alpha values.  Then for every R value it will calculate a three body energy for 
every C or alpha value.  Things to watch out for: watch out for blank lines in the R.dat or C.dat, 
sometimes python will include blank lines into the array.  Also make sure you are using the 







R_values=[]# R array 
C_values=[]# C or alpha array 
 
#append R values and alpha values 
for line in R_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    R_values.append(line) 
 
for line in C_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    C_values.append(line) 
 
 
#loops through each R value with the alpha values looped for each  
#R values 
for i in R_values: 
    for j in C_values: 
        R_C=open('R_C.dat','w')#opens a new file 
        R_C.write(str(i)+'\n'+str(j))#writes R value and alpha values 
        R_C.close()# close file 
        os.system('./RUN')#runs a program that takes the R and 
   #alpha values from the R_C.dat file. 

















#include "Random_Points.h"//includes tausworthe 88 
using namespace std; 
//Neon's three body energy function prototype. 
double EAT(double &,double &, double &); 
double MAT(double &,double &, double &); 




  ifstream fp; 
  fp.open("R_C.dat");//opens the file that the python script 
//created 
  unsigned ran_state[4];//setting up the Random point generator 
  int i, n=1E6,a=2,b=6;//2 and 6 is the small equilateral  
//triangle this could be changed if desired 
  a=a-1,b=b-1;//arrays start at zero 
 double xapoint,yapoint,zapoint,xbpoint,ybpoint,zbpoint,xcpoint,ycpoint,zcpoint; 
 double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc,alpha; 
 double func,sum=0; 
 double R,r1,r2,r3,three_body; 
 double xcood[25],ycood[25]; 
    fp>>R>>alpha; 
  
  
 RPG Rando;//calling my Random point generator with Rando as my object. 
 
   { 
 
  xcood[0]=0*R; 
  xcood[1]=0*R; 
  xcood[2]=0*R; 
  xcood[3]=0.866025404*R; 
  xcood[4]=0.866025404*R; 
  xcood[5]=0.866025404*R; 
  xcood[6]=0.866025404*R; 
  xcood[7]=0.866025404*R; 
  xcood[8]=1.732050808*R; 
  xcood[9]=1.732050808*R; 
  xcood[10]=1.732050808*R; 
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  xcood[11]=1.732050808*R; 
  xcood[12]=2.598076211*R; 
  xcood[13]=2.598076211*R; 
  xcood[14]=2.598076211*R; 
  xcood[15]=2.598076211*R; 
  xcood[16]=2.598076211*R; 
  xcood[17]=2.598076211*R; 
 
  ycood[0]=2*R; 
  ycood[1]=1*R; 
  ycood[2]=-1*R; 
  ycood[3]=2.5*R; 
  ycood[4]=1.5*R; 
  ycood[5]=0.5*R; 
  ycood[6]=-0.5*R; 
  ycood[7]=-1.5*R; 
  ycood[8]=2*R; 
  ycood[9]=1*R; 
  ycood[10]=0*R; 
  ycood[11]=-1*R; 
  ycood[12]=2.5*R; 
  ycood[13]=1.5*R; 
  ycood[14]=0.5*R; 
  ycood[15]=-0.5*R; 




    { 
  { 
  { 
 
  Rando.rsetup(ran_state); 
   sum=0;     
   three_body=0; 
  for (i=0; i<n; i++) 
 
    { 
 { 
//XYZ for three atoms acquired by getting a Random point 
//scaled to a gaussian between 0 and 1 
      xapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      yapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ybpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
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      zbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xcpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ycpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zcpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
 
//The above point are adjusted by alpha the size of the cloud 
// and adding the base position of the triangles 
      xa=alpha*xapoint+xcood[a]; 
      ya=alpha*yapoint+ycood[a]; 
      za=alpha*zapoint+0; 
      xb=alpha*xbpoint+0; 
      yb=alpha*ybpoint+0; 
      zb=alpha*zbpoint+0; 
      xc=alpha*xcpoint+xcood[b]; 
      yc=alpha*ycpoint+ycood[b]; 
      zc=alpha*zcpoint+0; 
 
//calculating the distance of the sides of the triangles 
      r1=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
      r2=sqrt(pow((xc-xb),2)+pow((yc-yb),2)+pow((zc-zb),2) ); 
      r3=sqrt(pow((xa-xc),2)+pow((ya-yc),2)+pow((za-zc),2) ); 
 
//call whatever three body function you would like 
      three_body+=MAT(r1,r2,r3); 
     
 } 
    } 
//prints out average three body energy, alpha and R values 
  cout<<three_body/n<<" "<<alpha<<" "<<R<<endl; 
     
    } 
     }}} 
 
    fp.close();   
  return(0); 




//Modified Axilrod Teller function  
// I recommend reading the paper 
double MAT(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
//parameters for the function 
    double modified_Axilrod,A=566.969,alphatr=1.1896,Ctr=11.835; 
    double cosa,cosb,cosc,fo; 
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//law of cosines 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 
//calculates function 
  modified_Axilrod=(-A*exp(-alphatr*(r1+r2+r3))+Ctr/(pow(r1,3)*pow(r2,3)*pow(r3,3)))*fo; 
 
 





//Three Body energy of Ermakova  
// I recommend reading the paper 
double TBE(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
//law of cosines 
  double cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  double cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  double cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
  double TBE,p=r1*r2*r3,Q=cosa*cosb*cosc,a1=-1494.04316399,a2=-2.40436522E-2; 
  double a3=1.98381726E-4,a4=-3.34763381E4,a5=196.84364784; 
  double a6=-1.00003202E-02,a7=4.64397240E-05,a8=-77.45577385; 
  double fo=(pow(p,4)*(1.0+a6*p+a7*pow(p,2))); 
  double part1,part2,part3; 
 
  part1=a1/(pow(p,4)*(1+a2*p+a3*pow(p,2))); 
  part2=Q*(a4+a5*p)/fo; 
  part3=pow(Q,2)*a8/pow(p,3); 
 
  TBE=part1+part2+part3; 
 
 




//Extended Axilrod Teller 
// I recommend reading the paper 





  double fo, rg=pow((r1*r2*r3),(.33333)),rs=r1+r2+r3; 
  double c0=12.9236,c1=466.449,c2=-168.680,c3=4.32545,c4=1.23818; 
  double cosc,cosb,cosa,three_body; 
 
//law of cosines 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 
  three_body=fo*(c0*pow(rg,(-9))+(c1+c2*pow(rg,2)+c3*pow(rg,4))*exp(-c4*rs)); 
 





































This program sends calculations for the total three body contributions in a crystal at different R 
values.  It checks the two files for R values and C or alpha values.  Then for every R value it will 
calculate a three body energy for every C or alpha value.  Things to watch out for: watch out for 
blank lines in the R.dat or C.dat, sometimes python will include blank lines into the array.  Also 









R_values=[]# R array 
C_values=[]# C or alpha array 
 
#append R values and alpha values 
for line in R_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    R_values.append(line) 
 
for line in C_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    C_values.append(line) 
 
#loops through each R value with the alpha values looped for each  
#R values 
for i in R_values: 
    for j in C_values: 
        R_C=open('R_C.dat','w')#opens a new file 
        R_C.write(str(i)+'\n'+str(j))#writes R value and alpha  
        R_C.close()#close file 
        os.system('./RUN_RPG')#runs a script that takes the R   #and alpha values from the R_C.dat 
file. 





















































  ifstream fp; 
  ofstream op; 
  fp.open("distances.txt");//opens distances 
  op.open("Triangle_configurations.txt");//open a file to ouput 
  double distances,X[10000],Y[10000],Z[10000]; 
  int i=0,number,j=0,count=0; 
  double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc; 
  double R1,R2,R3; 
 
  while(true) 
    { 
      fp>>distances>>X[i]>>Y[i]>>Z[i];//gets the XYZ's 
      if (fp.eof()) 
        {break;} 
      i++; 
    } 
  number=i; 
 
  xa=0,ya=0,za=0; 
  for(i=0;i<number;i++)//Start forming triangles 
    { 
      for(j=i+1;j<number;j++)//nested loop 
 {count++; 
//calculate the sides of all the possible triangles 
   R1=sqrt(pow((X[i]-X[j]),2)+pow((Y[i]-Y[j]),2)+pow((Z[i]-Z[j]),2)); 
   R2=sqrt(pow((X[j]),2)+pow((Y[j]),2)+pow((Z[j]),2)); 
   R3=sqrt(pow((X[i]),2)+pow((Y[i]),2)+pow((Z[i]),2)); 
 //prints out XYZ for three atoms and the three R values 
   op<<xa<<" "<<ya<<" "<<za<<" "; 
   op<<X[i]<<" "<<Y[i]<<" "<<Z[i]<<" "; 
   op<<X[j]<<" "<<Y[j]<<" "<<Z[j]<<" "; 
   op<<R1<<" "<<R2<<" "<<R3<<endl; 
 } 
    } 
 















  ofstream op; 
  ifstream fp,fp2; 
  fp.open("Triangle_configurations.txt");//opens up file 
  double no_duplicates; 
  int i=0,number,j=0,N=1E8,k=0,count=0,NUM=1E6; 
  double *xa,*ya,*za,*xb,*yb,*zb,*xc,*yc,*zc; 
  double *R1,*R2,*R3; 
  double *newxa,*newya,*newza,*newxb,*newyb,*newzb,*newxc,*newyc,*newzc; 
  double *newR1,*newR2,*newR3;  
  int *marker; 
//time for some dynamic allocation 
  xa=new double[N];ya=new double[N];za=new double[N];xb=new double[N];yb=new 
double[N];zb=new double[N]; 
  xc=new double[N];yc=new double[N];zc=new double[N];R1=new double[N];R2=new 
double[N];R3=new double[N]; 
  marker=new int[N]; 
 
  while(true) 
    { 
//Reads in to the array 
      
fp>>xa[i]>>ya[i]>>za[i]>>xb[i]>>yb[i]>>zb[i]>>xc[i]>>yc[i]>>zc[i]>>R1[i]>>R2[i]>>R3[i]; 
       marker[i]=0;//all the markers will be zero 
      if (fp.eof()) 
        {break;} 
      i++; 
    } 
  number=i;// counts the lines 
 
 
  for(i=0;i<number;i++) 
    { 
      k=1; 
      if (marker[i]==1)//this means you have already evaluated this triangle 




   continue; 
 } 
      for(j=i+1;j<number;j++)//goes to the next atom on the list 
 { 
//checks if they are the same triangle 
   if((R1[i]==R1[j])&&(R2[i]==R2[j])&&(R3[i]==R3[j])) 
     { 
       marker[j]=1;//sets marker to 1 so we don't revaluate it        
       k++;//counts the frequency 
     } 
 } 
//XYZ for all three atoms and the frequency  
      cout<<xa[i]<<" "<<ya[i]<<" "<<za[i]<<" "<<xb[i]<<" "<<yb[i]<<" "<<zb[i]<<" "<<xc[i]; 
      cout<<" "<<yc[i]<<" "<<zc[i]<<" "<<k<<endl; 
    } 
 
  delete [] xa;delete [] ya;delete [] za; 
  delete [] xb;delete [] yb;delete [] zb; 
  delete [] xc;delete [] yc;delete [] zc; 
  delete [] R1;delete [] R2;delete [] R3; 
























using namespace std; 
//function prototypes 
double eat(double &,double &,double &); 
double MAT(double &,double &,double &); 




  ifstream fp,fp1,fp2; 
  fp2.open("R_C.dat");//gets the R and Alpha values 
  fp1.open("different_tri.dat");//gather all the triangles 
  op.open("FINAL_CUT.dat");//output file 
  double upper,lower,R,r1,r2,r3; 
  double *xa,*ya,*za,*xb,*yb,*zb,*xc,*yc,*zc,*Freq,*three_body; 
  int N=1E7; 
  xa=new double[N];ya=new double[N];za=new double[N];xb=new double[N];yb=new 
double[N];zb=new double[N]; 
  xc=new double[N];yc=new double[N];zc=new double[N];Freq=new double[N]; 
  three_body=new double[N]; 
  int i=0,number; 
 
  while(true) 
    {//dymamically allocating an arrays 
      fp1>>xa[i]>>ya[i]>>za[i]>>xb[i]>>yb[i]>>zb[i]>>xc[i]>>yc[i]>>zc[i]>>Freq[i]; 
      if (fp1.eof()) 
        {break;} 
      i++; 
    } 
  number=i; 
  i=0; 
 
  for(int j=0;j<number;j++) 
    { 
      r1=sqrt(pow((xb[j]-xa[j]),2)+pow((yb[j]-ya[j]),2)+pow((zb[j]-za[j]),2) ); 
      r2=sqrt(pow((xc[j]-xb[j]),2)+pow((yc[j]-yb[j]),2)+pow((zc[j]-zb[j]),2) ); 
      r3=sqrt(pow((xa[j]-xc[j]),2)+pow((ya[j]-yc[j]),2)+pow((za[j]-zc[j]),2) ); 
      three_body[j]=TBE(r1,r2,r3);//THREE BODY FUNCTION      
//calculates the three body energy for each triangle with 
//whatever function you would like.      




  fp2>>R;//reads in R 
  r1=R;r2=R;r3=R;//equilateral triangle 
  upper=TBE(r1,r2,r3);//THREE BODY FUNCTION 
 
  if (upper<0) 
    {lower=upper; upper*=-1.0;}//set a lower and upper bound 
  else 
    {lower=upper*-1.0;} 
  upper/=1000.0;//the 1000 can be adjusted 
  lower/=1000.0;//basically if the three body energy is 
//at least.1% (absolute value) of the small equilateral triangle we consider that triangle as 
significant, however you can adjust that number 
 
  for(int j=0;j<number;j++) 
    { 
      if ((three_body[j]> upper)||(three_body[j]<lower)) 
 {op<<xa[j]<<" "<<ya[j]<<" "<<za[j]<<" "<<xb[j]<<" "<<yb[j]<<" "<<zb[j]<<" 
"<<xc[j]<<" "<<yc[j]<<" "<<zc[j]<<" "<<Freq[j]<<endl;}//prints out 
    } 
 
 
      //  fp.close(); 
  fp1.close(); 
  fp2.close(); 
  op.close(); 
 
  return 0; 
} 
 
//Modified Axilrod Teller function  
// I recommend reading the paper 
double MAT(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
//parameters for the function 
    double modified_Axilrod,A=566.969,alphatr=1.1896,Ctr=11.835; 
    double cosa,cosb,cosc,fo; 
//law of cosines 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 
//calculates function 




  return modified_Axilrod;//returns three body function 
 
} 
//Three Body energy of Ermakova  
// I recommend reading the paper 
double TBE(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
//law of cosines 
  double cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  double cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  double cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
  double TBE,p=r1*r2*r3,Q=cosa*cosb*cosc,a1=-1494.04316399,a2=-2.40436522E-2; 
  double a3=1.98381726E-4,a4=-3.34763381E4,a5=196.84364784; 
  double a6=-1.00003202E-02,a7=4.64397240E-05,a8=-77.45577385; 
  double fo=(pow(p,4)*(1.0+a6*p+a7*pow(p,2))); 
  double part1,part2,part3; 
  part1=a1/(pow(p,4)*(1+a2*p+a3*pow(p,2))); 
  part2=Q*(a4+a5*p)/fo; 
  part3=pow(Q,2)*a8/pow(p,3); 
 
  TBE=part1+part2+part3; 
  return TBE;//returns three body function 
} 
//Extended Axilrod Teller 
// I recommend reading the paper 
double EAT(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
//parameters 
  double fo, rg=pow((r1*r2*r3),(.33333)),rs=r1+r2+r3; 
  double c0=12.9236,c1=466.449,c2=-168.680,c3=4.32545,c4=1.23818; 
  double cosc,cosb,cosa,three_body; 
//law of cosines 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 
  three_body=fo*(c0*pow(rg,(-9))+(c1+c2*pow(rg,2)+c3*pow(rg,4))*exp(-c4*rs)); 
 













using namespace std; 
 
/* MAIN PROGRAM ----------------------------------------------- */ 
 
double eat(double &,double &, double &); 
double MAT(double &,double &, double &); 





  clock_t t1,t2; 
  t1=clock(); 
  ifstream fp,fp2,fp3; 
  fp.open("R_C.dat"); 
  fp2.open("FINAL_CUT.dat"); 
   fp3.open("Updated_start_end.txt"); 
  double start,end,C,R; 
  fp>>R>>C; 
  fp3>>start>>end; 
  unsigned ran_state[4]; 
  int i, n=1E6,N=1E6,number,j=0; 
 double xapoint,yapoint,zapoint,xbpoint,ybpoint,zbpoint,xcpoint,ycpoint,zcpoint; 
 double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc,alpha=sqrt(1/(2*C)); 
 double func,sum=0; 
 double r1,r2,r3,three_body; 
 double xcood[25],ycood[25],three_body_sum=0; 
 double *X1,*Y1,*Z1,*X2,*Y2,*Z2,*X3,*Y3,*Z3,*freq; 
 RPG Rando; 
 
 X1=new double[N];Y1=new double[N];Z1=new double[N];X2=new double[N];Y2=new 
double[N];Z2=new double[N]; 
 X3=new double[N];Y3=new double[N];Z3=new double[N];freq= new double[N]; 
 
 while(true) 
   { 
     fp2>>X1[j]>>Y1[j]>>Z1[j]>>X2[j]>>Y2[j]>>Z2[j]>>X3[j]>>Y3[j]>>Z3[j]>>freq[j]; 
     if(fp2.eof()) 
       {break;} 
     j++; 





  Rando.rsetup(ran_state); 
   sum=0;     
    
 for( j=0;j<number;j++) 
 { 
    three_body=0; 
  for (i=0; i<n; i++) 
    { 
 
      xapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      yapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ybpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xcpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ycpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zcpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
 
 
      xa=alpha*xapoint+X1[j]; 
      ya=alpha*yapoint+Y1[j]; 
      za=alpha*zapoint+Z1[j]; 
      xb=alpha*xbpoint+X2[j]; 
      yb=alpha*ybpoint+Y2[j]; 
      zb=alpha*zbpoint+Z2[j]; 
      xc=alpha*xcpoint+X3[j]; 
      yc=alpha*ycpoint+Y3[j]; 
      zc=alpha*zcpoint+Z3[j]; 
 
      r1=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
      r2=sqrt(pow((xc-xb),2)+pow((yc-yb),2)+pow((zc-zb),2) ); 
      r3=sqrt(pow((xa-xc),2)+pow((ya-yc),2)+pow((za-zc),2) ); 
    
      three_body+=TBE(r1,r2,r3); 




     } 
     
   cout<<three_body_sum<<" "<<R<<" "<<alpha<<endl; 
    t2=clock(); 
    //    cout<<(t2-t1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
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    fp.close(); 
   
 
  return(0); 




double eat(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
  double fo, rg=pow((r1*r2*r3),(.33333)),rs=r1+r2+r3; 
  double c0=12.9236,c1=466.449,c2=-168.680,c3=4.32545,c4=1.23818; 
  double cosc,cosb,cosa,three_body; 
 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 








double MAT(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
 
  double modified_Axilrod,A=566.969,alphatr=1.1896,Ctr=11.835; 
  double cosa,cosb,cosc,fo; 
 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 
  modified_Axilrod=(-A*exp(-alphatr*(r1+r2+r3))+Ctr/(pow(r1,3)*pow(r2,3)*pow(r3,3)))*fo; 
 
 





double TBE(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
  double cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  double cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  double cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
  double TBE,p=r1*r2*r3,Q=cosa*cosb*cosc,a1=-1494.04316399,a2=-2.40436522E-2; 
  double a3=1.98381726E-4,a4=-3.34763381E4,a5=196.84364784; 
  double a6=-1.00003202E-02,a7=4.64397240E-05,a8=-77.45577385; 
  double fo=(pow(p,4)*(1.0+a6*p+a7*pow(p,2))); 
  double part1,part2,part3; 
 
  part1=a1/(pow(p,4)*(1+a2*p+a3*pow(p,2))); 
  part2=Q*(a4+a5*p)/fo; 
  part3=pow(Q,2)*a8/pow(p,3); 
 
  TBE=part1+part2+part3; 
 
 
























calulate the avg Q^2 for Q1, Q2, Q3; change the R and alpha value accordingly for a small 
equilateral triangle 






#include "Random_Points.h"//random points 
using namespace std; 
 
//function proto types 
double calc_Q1(double &,double &,double &,double &); 
double calc_Q2(double &,double &,double &); 




  RPG Rando; 
  unsigned ran_state[4]; 
  Rando.rsetup(ran_state); 
  double R=5.92,alpha=.312; 
  int whichbin; 
  int N=1E6; 
  double X1=0,Y1=R,X2=(sqrt(3.0)/2)*R,Y2=.5*R; 
  double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc; 
  double r1,r2,r3,Q1=0,Q2=0,Q3=0; 
  double base=sqrt((1.0/3.0))*3*R;//Q1 in base position 
  //base=0; 
 
  for (int i=0;i<N;i++) 
    { 
//XYZ for three atoms plus base positions 
   xa = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+X1; 
   ya = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+Y1; 
   za = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   xb = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+X2; 
   yb = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+Y2; 
   zb = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   xc = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   yc = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   zc = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
    
//sides of triangles 
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   r1=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
   r2=sqrt(pow((xc-xb),2)+pow((yc-yb),2)+pow((zc-zb),2) ); 
   r3=sqrt(pow((xa-xc),2)+pow((ya-yc),2)+pow((za-zc),2) ); 
//calc Q1^2,Q2^2,Q3^2   
   Q1+=pow(calc_Q1(r1,r2,r3,base),2); 
   Q2+=pow(calc_Q2(r1,r2,r3),2); 
   Q3+=pow(calc_Q3(r1,r2,r3),2); 
 
    } 
  //calulate avg Q^2 
  cout<<sqrt(Q1)/sqrt(double(N))<<endl; 
  cout<<sqrt(Q2)/sqrt(double(N))<<endl; 
 cout<<sqrt(Q3)/sqrt(double(N))<<endl; 
 





double calc_Q1(double &r1,double &r2,double &r3,double &base) 
{//Techinically, it is delta T 
  double Q1; 
  Q1=(1.0/sqrt(3.0))*(r1+r2+r3);//calculate Q1 
  Q1=Q1-base; 
//subtract Q1 base out, b/c all about that base  




double calc_Q2(double &r1,double &r2,double &r3) 
{ 
  double Q2; 
  Q2=(1.0/sqrt(2.0))*(r2-r3); 
 




double calc_Q3(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
  double Q3; 
  Q3=(1.0/sqrt(6.0))*(2*r1-r2-r3); 
 











from math import sqrt 
lowerlimit=7.7#these limits can be adjusted, run the histogram  




intercept=Q1# technically the base 
 
diff=intercept-lowerlimit 
diff=diff/25.0# makes 25 intervals from lower limit to the intercept 
i=lowerlimit 
while i <=(intercept+.001):# the .001 is incase there is any 
#fluctuation or precision issues 
    Q1interval.append(i)#appends the Q1 values 




diff=diff/25.0#makes 25 intervals from upper limit to the intercept 
i=intercept+diff# I want to start it just above the intercept 
while i<=(upperlimit+.001): 
    Q1interval.append(i)#appends the rest of the Q1 values 






for i in Q1interval:# calculates the three R values for each Q1 
    RQ1= i*sqrt(3)/3.0 
    Q1R_values.append(RQ1) 
    Q1R_values.append(RQ1) 
    Q1R_values.append(RQ1) 
 
 







intercept=0# intercept will be zero for Q2 and Q3 
 
diff=intercept-lowerlimit 
diff=diff/25.0# 25 intervals for lower limit to intercept 
i=lowerlimit 
while i <=(intercept+.001): 
    Q2interval.append(i)# append the Q2 values 




diff=diff/25.0#makes 25 intervals for lower limit to intercept 
i=intercept+diff 
while i<=(upperlimit+.001): 
    Q2interval.append(i)# appends the rest of Q2 values 





for i in Q2interval:#calculates the R values for each Q2 value 
    Q2R1= Q1*sqrt(3.0)/3.0 
    Q2R2=(sqrt(2.0)/2.0)*i+Q2R1 
    Q2R3=Q2R1-(sqrt(2.0)/2.0)*i 
    Q2R_values.append(Q2R1) 
    Q2R_values.append(Q2R2) 









intercept=0  # 0 for Q3 
 
diff=intercept-lowerlimit 
diff=diff/25.0#makes 25 intervals from lower limit to intercept 
i=lowerlimit 
while i <=(intercept+.001): 
    Q3interval.append(i)#appends Q3 values 






diff=diff/25.0# makes 25 intervals from intercept to upper limit 
i=intercept+diff 
while i<=(upperlimit+.001): 
    Q3interval.append(i)#rest of Q3 values 





for i in Q3interval:#calc R values for each Q3 value 
    Q3R1=sqrt(6.0)*i+sqrt(3.0)*Q1/3.0 
    Q3R2=(sqrt(3.0)/2.0)*Q1-Q3R1/2.0 
    Q3R3=Q3R2 
    Q3R_values.append(Q3R1) 
    Q3R_values.append(Q3R2) 












#prints R values and Q values to file 
for i in range(0,len(Q1R_values),3): 
    Q1_file.write(str(Q1R_values[i])+' '+str(Q1R_values[i+1])+' '+str(Q1R_values[i+2])+' 
'+str(Q1interval[j])+'\n') 
    Q2_file.write(str(Q2R_values[i])+' '+str(Q2R_values[i+1])+' '+str(Q2R_values[i+2])+' 
'+str(Q2interval[j])+'\n') 
    Q3_file.write(str(Q3R_values[i])+' '+str(Q3R_values[i+1])+' '+str(Q3R_values[i+2])+' 
'+str(Q3interval[j])+'\n') 
    j+=1 














This program takes the Q1 interval from the interval.py program and subtracts out the base to get 
a shifted Q1 value 
''' 




Q1=(sqrt(1.0)/sqrt(3.0))*3*R# calculates base position 
#print Q1 with the base Q1 subtracted out 
for line in fp: 
    parts=line.split() 
    newQ1=float(parts[3])-Q1 











































using namespace std; 
 
//function prototypes 
double calc_Q1(double &,double &,double &); 
double calc_Q2(double &,double &,double &); 




  RPG Rando; 
  unsigned ran_state[4]; 
  Rando.rsetup(ran_state); 
  double R=5.92,alpha=0.312; 
  int whichbin; 
  int slotsQ1[100],slotsQ2[100],slotsQ3[100]; 
    int N=1E6; 
    double X1=0,Y1=R,X2=(sqrt(3.0)/2)*R,Y2=.5*R; 
    double binwidth=.1; 
    double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc; 
    double r1,r2,r3,Q1,Q2,Q3; 
 
  for(int i=0;i<100;i++)//initializes 100 slots 
    { 
      slotsQ1[i]=0; 
      slotsQ2[i]=0; 
      slotsQ3[i]=0; 
    } 
 
  for (int i=0;i<N;i++) 
    {//XYZ for three atoms 
   xa = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+X1; 
   ya = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+Y1; 
   za = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   xb = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+X2; 
   yb = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+Y2; 
   zb = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   xc = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
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   yc = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   zc = alpha*Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
   //distances calculated 
   r1=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
   r2=sqrt(pow((xc-xb),2)+pow((yc-yb),2)+pow((zc-zb),2) ); 
   r3=sqrt(pow((xa-xc),2)+pow((ya-yc),2)+pow((za-zc),2) ); 
    
//calculates Q's 
   Q1=calc_Q1(r1,r2,r3); 
   Q2=calc_Q2(r1,r2,r3); 
   Q3=calc_Q3(r1,r2,r3); 
 
//divide the value by the bin width, then the histogram may need to be shifted based on the 
distribution 
   whichbin=(Q1/binwidth)-30;//the 30 is the shift 
   slotsQ1[whichbin]++;//adds one to the bin that it fits in  
//repeat 
   whichbin=(Q2/binwidth)+25; 
          slotsQ2[whichbin]++; 
//repeat 
   whichbin=(Q3/binwidth)+25; 
          slotsQ3[whichbin]++; 
 
    } 
 
prints the frequency of each bin 
  for (int j=0;j<100;j++) 
    { 
      cout<<slotsQ1[j]<<" "<<slotsQ2[j]<<" "<<slotsQ3[j]<<endl; 
 
 
    } 
 
 





double calc_Q1(double &r1,double &r2,double &r3) 
{ 
  double Q1; 
  Q1=(1.0/sqrt(3.0))*(r1+r2+r3); 
 





double calc_Q2(double &r1,double &r2,double &r3) 
{ 
  double Q2; 
  Q2=(1.0/sqrt(2.0))*(r2-r3); 
 




double calc_Q3(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
  double Q3; 
  Q3=(1.0/sqrt(6.0))*(2*r1-r2-r3); 
 

























This program prints out the Q value intervals and their corresponding three body energy. You 
first need to run the intervals.py program to update the Q files. 









using namespace std; 
 
//function prototypes 
double eat(double &,double &, double &); 




  ifstream fp,fp2,fp3; 
  fp.open("Q1.dat");//opens the Q files 
  fp2.open("Q2.dat"); 
  fp3.open("Q3.dat"); 
//sends files to functions  
  file_send(fp); 
  file_send(fp2); 
  file_send(fp3); 
 
  fp.close();fp2.close();fp3.close(); 





void file_send(ifstream &fp) 
{ 
  double r1,r2,r3,Q[1000],three_body[1000]; 
  int i=0,number; 
  while(true) 
    { 
      fp>>r1>>r2>>r3>>Q[i];//reads in R values and Q's 
     if(fp.eof()) 
        {break;} 
      three_body[i]=eat(r1,r2,r3);//calls EAT to calc 3body  
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      i++; 
  
    } 
  number=i; 
   for(i=0;i<number;i++) 
    { 
      cout<<Q[i]<<",";//prints Q's 
    } 
   cout<<endl<<endl; 
 
  for(i=0;i<number;i++) 
    { 
      cout<<three_body[i]<<",";//prints 3body energies 
    } 
  cout<<endl<<endl<<endl; 
} 
//Extended Axilrod teller 
double eat(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{//parameters 
  double fo, rg=pow((r1*r2*r3),(.33333)),rs=r1+r2+r3; 
  double c0=12.9236,c1=466.449,c2=-168.680,c3=4.32545,c4=1.23818; 
  double cosc,cosb,cosa,three_body; 
//law of Cosines 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 
  three_body=fo*(c0*pow(rg,(-9))+(c1+c2*pow(rg,2)+c3*pow(rg,4))*exp(-c4*rs)); 
 
  return three_body;//returns three body energies 
} 
double TBE(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
  double cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  double cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  double cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
  double TBE,p=r1*r2*r3,Q=cosa*cosb*cosc,a1=-1494.04316399,a2=-2.40436522E-2; 
  double a3=1.98381726E-4,a4=-3.34763381E4,a5=196.84364784; 
  double a6=-1.00003202E-02,a7=4.64397240E-05,a8=-77.45577385; 
  double fo=(pow(p,4)*(1.0+a6*p+a7*pow(p,2))); 
  double part1,part2,part3; 
 
  part1=a1/(pow(p,4)*(1+a2*p+a3*pow(p,2))); 
  part2=Q*(a4+a5*p)/fo; 
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  part3=pow(Q,2)*a8/pow(p,3); 
 
  TBE=part1+part2+part3; 
 
 



































using namespace std; 
 





  double R=5.92;//R value 
  int N=51; 
  double X1=0,Y1=R,X2=(sqrt(3.0)/2)*R,Y2=.5*R; 
  double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc; 
  double r1,r2,r3; 
  double a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,j;//I need nine intervals 
  int count=0; 
  double interval[100],Three_body; 
 
    for( double i=-3.5;i<3.51;i+=.14)//intervals 




      } 
 
 
    cout<<endl<<endl<<endl; 
    for(int z=0;z<9;z++)//for all 9 coordinates 
      { 
 a=0.0,b=0.0,c=0.0,d=0.0,e=0.0; 
 f=0.0,g=0.0,h=0.0,j=0.0; 
  for (int i=0;i<N;i++)//for all 51 points 
    {// the code could be a lot more elegant here 
//but it works 
      if(z==0) 
 {a=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==1) 
 {b=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==2) 
        {c=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==3) 
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        {d=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==4) 
        {e=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==5) 
        {f=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==6) 
        {g=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==7) 
        {h=interval[i];} 
     else if(z==8) 
        {j=interval[i];} 
  
 
   xa = X1+a; 
   ya = Y1+b; 
   za = 0.0+c; 
   xb = X2+d; 
   yb = Y2+e; 
   zb = 0.0+f; 
   xc = 0.0+g; 
   yc = 0.0+h; 
   zc = 0.0+j; 
   
 //calculates sides of the triangles 
   r1=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
   r2=sqrt(pow((xc-xb),2)+pow((yc-yb),2)+pow((zc-zb),2) ); 
   r3=sqrt(pow((xa-xc),2)+pow((ya-yc),2)+pow((za-zc),2) ); 
   
//Calculates three body energy 
       Three_body=EAT(r1,r2,r3); 
       cout<<Three_body<<",";    
    }  
  cout<<endl<<endl; 
    } 
 
  return 0; 
} 
 
//Extended Axilrod Teller 
double EAT(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{//parameters 
  double fo, rg=pow((r1*r2*r3),(.33333)),rs=r1+r2+r3; 
  double c0=12.9236,c1=466.449,c2=-168.680,c3=4.32545,c4=1.23818; 
  double cosc,cosb,cosa,three_body; 
//law of cosines 
  cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
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  cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
 
  fo=1+3*cosa*cosb*cosc; 
 
  three_body=fo*(c0*pow(rg,(-9))+(c1+c2*pow(rg,2)+c3*pow(rg,4))*exp(-c4*rs)); 
  return three_body;//returns three body energy 
} 
 
double TBE(double &r1,double &r2, double &r3) 
{ 
  double cosc=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r1,2))/(2*r2*r3); 
  double cosb=(pow(r2,2)+pow(r1,2)-pow(r3,2))/(2*r2*r1); 
  double cosa=(pow(r1,2)+pow(r3,2)-pow(r2,2))/(2*r1*r3); 
  double TBE,p=r1*r2*r3,Q=cosa*cosb*cosc,a1=-1494.04316399,a2=-2.40436522E-2; 
  double a3=1.98381726E-4,a4=-3.34763381E4,a5=196.84364784; 
  double a6=-1.00003202E-02,a7=4.64397240E-05,a8=-77.45577385; 
  double fo=(pow(p,4)*(1.0+a6*p+a7*pow(p,2))); 
  double part1,part2,part3; 
 
  part1=a1/(pow(p,4)*(1+a2*p+a3*pow(p,2))); 
  part2=Q*(a4+a5*p)/fo; 
  part3=pow(Q,2)*a8/pow(p,3); 
 
  TBE=part1+part2+part3; 
 
 


















This program sends calculations for the total two body contributions in a crystal at different R 
values.  It checks the two files for R values and C or alpha values.  Then for every R value it will 
calculate a three body energy for every C or alpha value.  Things to watch out for: watch out for 
blank lines in the R.dat or C.dat, sometimes python will include blank lines into the array.  Also 









R_values=[]# R array 
C_values=[]# C or alpha array 
 
#append R values and alpha values 
for line in R_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    R_values.append(line) 
 
for line in C_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    C_values.append(line) 
 
#loops through each R value with the alpha values looped for each  
#R values 
for i in R_values: 
    for j in C_values: 
        R_C=open('R_C.dat','w')#opens a new file 
        R_C.write(str(i)+'\n'+str(j))#writes R value and alpha  
        R_C.close()#close file 
        os.system('./RUN_RPG')#runs a program that takes the R      #and alpha values 
from the R_C.dat file. 

















































using namespace std; 
 
//Two body potential function prototypes 
double GSM(double &); 
double Aziz(double &); 
double LJ(double &); 
double CT(double &);//this is actually the AGY 
double S2n(int &,double &,double &); 





  ifstream fp,fp1; 
  fp.open("Rcoordinates.txt");//opens file 
  fp1.open("R_C.dat"); 
  unsigned ran_state[4]; 
  RPG Rando;//Random point object 
  double R,xbase[200],ybase[200],zbase[200],freq[200],two_body,C,energy,R1; 
  double xapoint,yapoint, zapoint,xbpoint,ybpoint,zbpoint,xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,Total_energy=0; 
  int count=0,n=1E6,end,i; 
  fp1>>R1>>C; 
  double alpha=sqrt(1/(2*C));//alpha conversion 
 
  while(true) 
    {//read in XYZ and frequency of occurence 
      fp>>xbase[count]>>ybase[count]>>zbase[count]>>freq[count]; 
 if (fp.eof()) 
   {break;} 
      count++; 
 
    } 
  end=count; 
   
  for(int j=0;j<end;j++) 
    { 
      two_body=0; 
  for (i=0; i<n; i++) 
    {//random points scaled to a gaussian from 0 to 1 
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      xapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      yapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ybpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
//XYZ including alpha and base positions 
      xa=alpha*xapoint+xbase[j]; 
      ya=alpha*yapoint+ybase[j]; 
      za=alpha*zapoint+zbase[j]; 
      xb=alpha*xbpoint; 
      yb=alpha*ybpoint; 
      zb=alpha*zbpoint; 
//calc distance or R value 
      R=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
      energy=CT(R);//calculate what ever two body function you would like 
      two_body+=energy; 
    } 
  Total_energy+=(two_body/n)*freq[j];//sum up average two body energy 
 
     } 
 
  cout<<Total_energy<<endl;//prints out the total two body contribution 
 
    fp.close();   
    fp1.close(); 
  return(0); 
      
 } 
 




double CT(double &R) 
{//parameters 
  double A=82.9493,alpha=1.45485,beta=-0.0379929,b=1.62365; 
  double G[10][10],C[20]; 
  double CT,VHF1,VHF2=0,VHF,VC,VC1=0,VC2=0,S2; 
  G[1][1]=2.1887E-04; 
  G[2][1]=0.13189; 
  G[3][1]=3.2949; 
  G[1][2]=-1.4886E-02; 
  G[2][2]=0.46024; 
  G[3][2]=1.7768; 
  C[6]=63.752; 
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  C[8]=1556.46; 
  C[10]=4.944E+04; 
  C[12]=2.073E+06; 
  C[14]=1.105E+08; 
  C[16]=7.248E+09; 
 
//repulsive terms 
  VHF1=A*exp((-alpha*R+pow(beta,1)*pow(R,2))); 
 
  for(int i=1;i<3;i++) 
    { 
      VHF2+=G[1][i]*exp(-G[2][i]*pow((R-G[3][i]),2)); 
    } 
 
  VHF=VHF1+VHF2;//total repulsion 
 
//attractive terms 
  for (int i=1;i<3;i++) 
    { 
      VC1+=G[1][i]*exp(-G[2][i]*pow((R-G[3][i]),2)); 
    } 
 
  for (int i=3;i<9;i++) 
    { 
      S2=S2n(i,R,b); 
      VC2+=S2*(C[2*i]/pow(R,(2*i))); 
    } 
//total Attractiveness 
  VC=-(VC1+VC2); 
  CT=VHF+VC;//two body 
 
 
  return CT;//returns two body energy 
} 
 
//s2n function called in the CT function 
double S2n(int &i,double &R,double &b) 
{ 
  double S2=0,kfact; 
 
  for(int k=0;k<=2*i;k++) 
    { 
      kfact=factorial(k);//factorial function 
      S2+=pow((b*R),k)/kfact; 




  S2=1.0-exp(-b*R)*S2; 
 




double factorial(int &k)//calculates factorial  
{double fact=1.0; 
  if (k==0) 
    {fact=1;return fact;} 
  for (int i=1;i<=k;i++) 
    { 
      fact*=i; 
    } 
 
  return fact; 
} 
 
double LJ(double &R)//Lennard Jones 
{ 
//five parameters were found in Literature 
//comment out the ones that are not being evaluated 
  // double sigma=6.427221172,epsilon=3.78510E-04;//LJ 
  //    double sigma=6.42911531,epsilon=3.699156E-04;//LJ 1 
  //  double sigma=6.42722117, epsilon=3.800178E-04;//LJ 2 
     double sigma=6.35255198, epsilon=4.499886E-04;//LJ 3 
  //   double sigma=6.43667297, epsilon=3.793844E-04;//LJ 4 
  //    double sigma=6.32325142, epsilon=3.980686E-04;//LJ 5 
 
    double VLJ; 
 
    VLJ=4.0*epsilon*(pow((sigma/R),12)-pow((sigma/R),6)); 
 
    return VLJ;//return two body energy 
 
  } 
 
//technically this is the n-6 potential 
//However, I didn't like that name so I called it the GSM 
// for the first letter of the last names to the people that 
//created it 
double GSM(double &R) 
{//parameters 
  double gamma,epsilon=4.482627057E-4; 
  double GSM,n,m=13,r,rm=7.100189; 
  r=R/rm; 
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  n=m+gamma*(r-1); 
 
  GSM=epsilon*(((6.0/(n-6))*pow(r,-n)-(n/(n-6))*pow(r,-6))); 
 




double Aziz(double &R) 
{//parameters 
  double alpha=11.9196,beta=-2.371328,C6=.651991,C8=3.68594,C10=-2.99307; 
  double aziz,D=1.36,A=99744.4,rm=7.100189,fx,r,epsilon=4.535639E-4; 
  r=R/rm; 
 
  if(r<D) 
    {fx=exp(-pow((D/r -1.0),2));} 
  else 
    {fx=1.0;} 
 
 
  aziz=A*exp(-alpha*r+beta*pow(r,2))-fx*(C6/pow(r,6)+C8/pow(r,8)+C10/pow(r,10)); 
  aziz*=epsilon; 





















This program sends calculations for a single small equilateral triangle.  It checks the two files for 
R values and C or alpha values.  Then for every R value it will calculate a three body energy for 
every C or alpha value.  Things to watch out for: watch out for blank lines in the R.dat or C.dat, 
sometimes python will include blank lines into the array.  Also make sure you are using the 








#append R values and alpha values 
for line in R_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    R_values.append(line) 
 
for line in C_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    C_values.append(line) 
 
#loops through each R value with the alpha values looped for each  
#R values 
for i in R_values: 
    for j in C_values: 
        R_C=open('R_C.dat','w')#opens a new file 
        R_C.write(str(i)+'\n'+str(j))#writes R value and alpha values 
        R_C.close()# close file 
        os.system('./RUN')#runs a program that takes the R and 
   #alpha values from the R_C.dat file. 


















































#include "Random_Points.h"//random points 




  RPG Rando;//random point object 
  int N=1E6; 
  ifstream fp; 
  unsigned ran_state[4]; 
  double R, C,alpha; 
  double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc; 
  fp.open("R_C.dat"); 
    fp>>R>>C;//reads in R and C 
  Rando.rsetup(ran_state); 
  alpha=sqrt(1/(2*C));//converts C to alpha 
  double r1,r2,r3; 
  double X1=0,Y1=R,X2=(sqrt(3.0)/2)*R,Y2=.5*R; 
 
 
  cout<<N<<endl; 
 
 for(int i=0;i<N;i++) 
    {//XYZ for all three atoms 
     xa=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+X1; 
     ya=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+Y1; 
     za=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
     xb=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+X2; 
     yb=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+Y2; 
     zb=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
     xc=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
     yc=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
     zc=alpha* Rando.rangauss(ran_state)+0; 
 
//calculates the sides of the triangles 
     r1=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
     r2=sqrt(pow((xc-xb),2)+pow((yc-yb),2)+pow((zc-zb),2) ); 
     r3=sqrt(pow((xa-xc),2)+pow((ya-yc),2)+pow((za-zc),2) ); 
 
     cout<<r1<<" "<<r2<<" "<<r3<<endl;//outputs the sides of the  
//triangles 




  fp.close(); 
 
 























































  double energy,three_body=0; 
  ifstream fp; 
  int N=0; 




  while(true) 
    { 
      fp>>energy;//reads in energy 
      if (fp.eof()) 
 {break;} 
      three_body+=energy;//sum up three body energy 
      N++; 
    } 
 
  cout<<three_body/double(N)<<endl;//average three body energy 
 

















This program sends calculations for the total three body contributions in a crystal at different R 
values.  It checks the two files for R values and C or alpha values.  Then for every R value it will 
calculate a three body energy for every C or alpha value.  Things to watch out for: watch out for 
blank lines in the R.dat or C.dat, sometimes python will include blank lines into the array.  Also 









R_values=[]# R array 
C_values=[]# C or alpha array 
 
#append R values and alpha values 
for line in R_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    R_values.append(line) 
 
for line in C_file: 
    line=line.rstrip() 
    C_values.append(line) 
 
#loops through each R value with the alpha values looped for each  
#R values 
for i in range(1,2,1):# these numbers can be adjusted depending  
# what you are evaluating 
    for j in C_values: 
        R_C=open('R_C.dat','w') 
        R_C.write(str(R_values[i])+'\n'+str(j))#writes R and Alpha value 
        R_C.close() 
        os.system('./RUN_RPG')#runs a script that takes the R 
#and alpha values from the R_C.dat file 

















































If your using this code I'll apoligize in advance.  This will be a little confusing.  Cencek was nice 
enough to publish his function, unfortunately he doesn't use a modern programming language.  
His code is written in FORTRAN, and since ancient history isn't my best subject there is a lot of 
jumping through hoops for this program and the RPG.cpp program to work with the Cencek 
function.  I have heard that there is something known as a C++ to FORTRAN wrapper.  That 
might be good to look into to improving the efficiency.  If any help is needed to better 











  ofstream op,op2; 
  ifstream fp,fp1,fp2,fp3; 
  fp.open("energy.dat"); 
  fp2.open("R_C.dat"); 
  fp1.open("different_tri.dat"); 
  op.open("FINAL_CUT.dat"); 
  op2.open("FROZEN.dat"); 
  double upper,lower,R,r1,r2,r3; 
  double *xa,*ya,*za,*xb,*yb,*zb,*xc,*yc,*zc,*Freq,*three_body; 
  int N=1E7,j=0; 
  xa=new double[N];ya=new double[N];za=new double[N];xb=new double[N];yb=new 
double[N];zb=new double[N]; 
  xc=new double[N];yc=new double[N];zc=new double[N];Freq=new double[N]; 
  three_body=new double[N]; 
  int i=0,number,send=1; 
  while(true) 
    {//dynamically allocate some arrays 
      fp1>>xa[i]>>ya[i]>>za[i]>>xb[i]>>yb[i]>>zb[i]>>xc[i]>>yc[i]>>zc[i]>>Freq[i]; 
      if (fp1.eof()) 
        {break;} 
      i++; 
    } 
  number=i; 
  i=0; 
  op2<<number<<endl; 
  for(j=0;j<number;j++) 
    {//calculates distances 
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      r1=sqrt(pow((xb[j]-xa[j]),2)+pow((yb[j]-ya[j]),2)+pow((zb[j]-za[j]),2) ); 
      r2=sqrt(pow((xc[j]-xb[j]),2)+pow((yc[j]-yb[j]),2)+pow((zc[j]-zb[j]),2) ); 
      r3=sqrt(pow((xa[j]-xc[j]),2)+pow((ya[j]-yc[j]),2)+pow((za[j]-zc[j]),2) ); 
//outputs distances 
      op2<<r1<<" "<<r2<<" "<<r3<<endl; 
    } 
 
 
  op2.close(); 
//run a script that takes the data from FROZEN.dat 
//and calculates the three body energy of each one 
//then averages it 
      system("./FROZEN_Cencek"); 
      system("sleep 1"); 
      fp3.open("frozen_data.dat");//open file with the average  
//three body energy 
      j=0;     
 
  while(true) 
 { 
      fp>>three_body[j];//reads in each individual Energy from energy.dat 
      if (fp.eof()) 
 {break;}   
      j++; 
 } 
 





  fp2>>R;//reads in R 
  r1=R;r2=R;r3=R; 
 
  op2.open("FROZEN.dat");//opens file 
  op2<<send<<endl; 
  op2<<r1<<" "<<r2<<" "<<r3<<endl;//writes a frozen call 
  op2.close(); 
 
  system("./FROZEN_Cencek");//sends the the one triangle 
//therefore the three body energy of a small equilateral 
//triangle to set the bounds 
  system("sleep 1"); 
  fp3.open("frozen_data.dat") 




  if (upper<0) 
    {lower=upper; upper*=-1.0;} 
  else 
    {lower=upper*-1.0;} 
  upper/=1000.0;//the 1000 can be adjusted to any number 
  lower/=1000.0;//basically if the three body energy is 
//at least.1% (absolute value) of the small equilateral triangle we consider that triangle as 
significant, however you can adjust that number. 
 
  for(int j=0;j<number;j++) 
    { 
      if ((three_body[j]> upper)||(three_body[j]<lower)) 
 {op<<xa[j]<<" "<<ya[j]<<" "<<za[j]<<" "<<xb[j]<<" "<<yb[j]<<" "<<zb[j]<<" 
"<<xc[j]<<" "<<yc[j]<<" "<<zc[j]<<" "<<Freq[j]<<endl;}//print out 
    } 
 
  fp.close(); 
  fp1.close(); 
  fp2.close(); 
  op.close(); 
  fp3.close(); 
 

































  clock_t t1,t2; 
  t1=clock(); 
  ofstream op; 
  ifstream fp,fp2,fp3,fp4; 
  fp.open("R_C.dat");//R and alpha data 
  fp2.open("FINAL_CUT.dat"); 
   op.open("Frozen.dat"); 
  double start,end,C,R; 
  fp>>R>>C;//reads in R and alpha info 
  unsigned ran_state[4]; 
  int i, n=1E6,N=1E6,number,j=0; 
 double xapoint,yapoint,zapoint,xbpoint,ybpoint,zbpoint,xcpoint,ycpoint,zcpoint; 
 double xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,xc,yc,zc,alpha=sqrt(1/(2*C));//converts C to alpha 
 double func,sum=0; 
 double r1,r2,r3,three_body; 
 double xcood[25],ycood[25],three_body_sum=0; 
 double *X1,*Y1,*Z1,*X2,*Y2,*Z2,*X3,*Y3,*Z3,*freq; 
 RPG Rando;//Random point object 
 
 X1=new double[N];Y1=new double[N];Z1=new double[N];X2=new double[N];Y2=new 
double[N];Z2=new double[N]; 
 X3=new double[N];Y3=new double[N];Z3=new double[N];freq= new double[N]; 
 
 while(true) 
   {//dynamically allocating arrays 
     fp2>>X1[j]>>Y1[j]>>Z1[j]>>X2[j]>>Y2[j]>>Z2[j]>>X3[j]>>Y3[j]>>Z3[j]>>freq[j]; 
     if(fp2.eof()) 
       {break;} 
     j++; 




 op<<number*n<<endl;//total number of triangles to be evaluated 
 
  Rando.rsetup(ran_state); 
   sum=0;     
    
 for( j=0;j<number;j++) 
 { 
    three_body=0; 
  for (i=0; i<n; i++) 
    { 
//random points scaled to a gaussian from 0 to 1. 
      xapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      yapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zapoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ybpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zbpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      xcpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      ycpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
      zcpoint = Rando.rangauss(ran_state); 
 
//XYZ for all three atoms 
      xa=alpha*xapoint+X1[j]; 
      ya=alpha*yapoint+Y1[j]; 
      za=alpha*zapoint+Z1[j]; 
      xb=alpha*xbpoint+X2[j]; 
      yb=alpha*ybpoint+Y2[j]; 
      zb=alpha*zbpoint+Z2[j]; 
      xc=alpha*xcpoint+X3[j]; 
      yc=alpha*ycpoint+Y3[j]; 
      zc=alpha*zcpoint+Z3[j]; 
//calculate distance 
      r1=sqrt(pow((xb-xa),2)+pow((yb-ya),2)+pow((zb-za),2) ); 
      r2=sqrt(pow((xc-xb),2)+pow((yc-yb),2)+pow((zc-zb),2) ); 
      r3=sqrt(pow((xa-xc),2)+pow((ya-yc),2)+pow((za-zc),2) ); 
    
      op<<r1<<" "<<r2<<" "<<r3<<endl;//outputs triangle configurations 
//this is what takes a while   
    } 
 } 
      
 op.close(); 
 
 system("./CENCEK");//calls cencek to convert each triangle to  
//a three body energy, which outputs to energy.dat 
 system("sleep 1"); 
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 fp4.open("energy.dat");//opens the energy.dat 
 
//here's where the fun begins 
//initialization 
 int k=0; 




    { 
      fp4>>energy;//reads in each energy 
      if (fp4.eof()) 
 {break;} 
 
      three_body+=energy;//sum it up 
      if((k+1)%n==0)//every 1 million energies 
 { 
   three_body_sum+=(three_body/n)*freq[j];//add the three body  
//every million triangles  
   three_body=0; 
   j++; 
 } 
      k++; 
    } 
 
     
   cout<<three_body_sum<<" "<<R<<" "<<alpha<<endl;//prints out 
    t2=clock(); 
    //    cout<<(t2-t1)/CLOCKS_PER_SEC; 
    fp.close(); 
    fp4.close(); 
  return(0); 





















using namespace std; 
 
//function prototypes 
double eat(double &,double &, double &); 





  ifstream fp,fp2,fp3; 
//takes the Q data 
  fp.open("Q1.dat"); 
  fp2.open("Q2.dat"); 
  fp3.open("Q3.dat"); 
//function calls 
  file_send(fp); 
  file_send(fp2); 
  file_send(fp3); 
 
  fp.close();fp2.close();fp3.close(); 
  return 0; 




void file_send(ifstream &fp) 
{ 
  double r1,r2,r3,Q[1000],three_body[1000]; 
  double energy; 
  int i=0,number; 
  ofstream op; 
  op.open("Triangles.dat"); 
  op<<51<<endl;//51 points will be evaluated 
  while(true) 
    { 
      fp>>r1>>r2>>r3>>Q[i];//reads in R values 
     if(fp.eof()) 
        {break;} 
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     op<<r1<<" "<<r2<<" "<<r3<<endl;//prints out triangle configurations 
     i++; 
    } 
  op.close(); 
  system("./CENCEK");// calls cencek to output each 3body energy 
//to energy.dat 
  system("sleep 1"); 
 
  ifstream input; 
  input.open("energy.dat");//opens energy.dat 
  i=0; 
  while(true) 
    { 
      input>>energy;//reads in 3 body energy 
      if (input.eof()) 
 {break;} 
 three_body[i]=energy;//reads 3 body energy into an array 
 i++; 
    } 
  input.close(); 
  number=i; 
 
   for(i=0;i<number;i++) 
    { 
      cout<<Q[i]<<",";//prints Q interval 
    } 
   cout<<endl<<endl; 
 
  for(i=0;i<number;i++) 
    { 
      cout<<three_body[i]<<",";//prints out corresponding 3 body 
    } 
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